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Master Plan, developed by Tredwell Management for the Shire of Mt Marshall.

Received: 08 August 2015
Hello Sally and Councillors,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report. I believe that $ 2.7 million has already
been voted on for the redevelopment of the complex at Bencubbin so effectively that cannot be
commented on as I have been informed in informal discussions with President Breakell that "that
train has left the station".
Your 154 page is quite a read so I commend the authors. In the report the beacon hall is mentioned
but not the Bencubbin hall. I think that this is an oversight.
I understand the need to think big but to use the concept of the MCG sporting precinct as an
attention grabber is almost fallacious. I would also point out that Kadina has a population of 4500.
A recurring theme amongst your report was declining population. It is a very relevant piece of
information. Ageing population and limited work opportunities.
Section 12 involved at lot of " investigating". A lot of money will be spent on this so I would assume
this has been factored into your proposals.
On page 111 six of the questions agree that MM facilities adequate or better. In the online survey
Q10 87% think facilities are satisfactory or better.
Furthermore I would like to comment on the consultation process. Personally I think it has not been
very active to seek out ratepayers of you shire that don't have a MM address. This is the first input I
have actually been aware that I could have in this process. So I would like to thank what would be
perceived as Beacon councillors for at least opening up the process to this group of your ratepayers.
I assume it won't be a problem for this years rate notice to find us.
I am opposed to any move to spend the amount of money to make what our shire is calling Regional
facilities." Build and they will come" just won't work. I appreciate that that everybody wants to have
the best but everybody can't have that. If you actually read your report it is telling you that the shire
has adequate or better facilities that need to be upgraded.
I wish our shire the best for the future.
Regards
John O'Neil
Sent from my iPhone

Bencubbin Community Recreation Council Inc.
PO Box 76
BENCUBBIN WA 6477

Attn: Councillors
Shire of Mt Marshall
P O Box 20
Bencubbin WA 6477

10th August 2015
Dear Dirk & Councillors
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to comment on the Draft Sport & Recreation Plan that has
recently been developed by Tredwell. It is fantastic to see that the Shire values and recognises the
importance of sport and recreation in our area and is actively trying to improve our facilities for the
future of our clubs and families living throughout the Shire.
The Bencubbin Community Recreation Council (BCRC) is pleased to see that the report has
recognised the need for further developments to be made to the Recreation Complex. This is
something we have been planning towards for many years, creating focus groups and applying for
a variety of grants to assist us with upgrading the facility. The plan has correctly picked up on the
main issues we experience with the existing facility and provides appropriate actions to reach an
appropriate solution. The recent grant that the Shire has received towards this project is applauded
by all our members and we look forward to seeing the development occur after so much effort and
work has been put in by local community members. The BCRC has committed to assist with part of
the funding for the development, and will offer volunteer labour as and when required throughout the
project.
We support the proposal for the Bencubbin Recreation Complex to become a Regional level facility,
with a lot of the events and workshops that we have booked each year we believe we are heading
in the right direction to achieve this goal, further developments will quickly assist us in reaching this
level. With our central location to other surrounding towns we are lucky to hold many sporting
meetings and workshops at our facility, making it easier for surrounding sports clubs to attend rather
than having to travel excessive distances.
We support the potential relocation of the aquatic centre as we see collocated facilities as a much
more functional and economical way forward for the future of sports in regional areas. It would be a
fantastic addition to our facility and would increase the amount of use in the summer months, with
families able to access sport facilities and the pool all in one location. We do respect that the first
action however must be to fully investigate all options relating to the existing facility and establishing
the best value option for the sustainable future for the aquatic facility.
Other actions included in the proposal under Strategy One (multi-use turf, youth precinct, car
parking) are also supported by the BCRC, we look forward to potentially working towards these in
the future.
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Bencubbin Community Recreation Council Inc.
PO Box 76
BENCUBBIN WA 6477

The BCRC also support all actions listed within Strategy two of the plan, to continue to maintain and
enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district level sporting facility. As many of the users of
the Bencubbin Recreation Complex also use these facilities throughout the year, we see it as
essential that these are maintained so all sport & recreation users in the Shire are able to access
facilities of a high standard.
Overall we see the Draft Sport & Recreation Master Plan as a fantastic strategic plan for our future,
one in which we are willing to support and assist the Shire in making come to life over the next 8-10
years.
Please contact me if you require anything further

Kind regards
Leeanne Gobbart
President
Tracy Tranter
Secretary
Bencubbin Community Recreation Council
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Received: 12 August 2015
Dear Sally Morgan & Dirk Sellenger,
I think you both need to be congratulated for you tireless work in supporting our community and in
recruiting Tredwell Management to produce such a well-researched and in depth report. It is extremely
detailed, well written and objective in its reporting of the current state of our shire, it's facilities and the
communities opinions about the future needs. I believe that it is of most importance that decisions be
made with the thought process of the future in mind, as in 10 years’ time, and not on the present or the
past. If we as a shire wish to be involved in regional sporting and other events in the future, we need to
have the facilities that will enable us to do so. This will in-turn continue to bring people to our town and
support our local businesses well into the future. With the future in mind and our central location, I believe
it is of the upmost importance that both major development works (Bencubbin Recreation Centre and Mt
Marshall Aquatic centre) are endorsed and put into action to create a sporting hub in Bencubbin that will
draw sporting and other events on a regional scale to our town. I also consider that the cost that we, as
rate payers, will incur in the short term will be more than compensated with the continued growth and
support of our town in the future. You both must also be congratulated on your amazing efforts to have
already received major funding towards this development, through the National Stronger Regions funding.
I understand that change can be difficult and confronting. I believe looking back in 10 years’ time when our
community is still growing and vibrant, that the challenges and decisions that are made now will be
worthwhile.
Looking forward and not back is the key to moving forward as a shire. I want our shire to become bigger
and stronger, a place that people talk about due to our forward thinking and planning. So I thank you for
your forward planning and thought, for your persistence in this difficult time of decision making and change
and please know that I 100% support the process of developing a regional level sporting hub in Bencubbin.
Please find below my comments regarding the Tredwell Report.
Strategy 1: Continue to develop Bencubbin Recreation Complex into a regional level community sports and
recreation hub.





I fully support this development and believe that the forward planning for a sporting hub on a
regional scale is crucial for the future success of our shire and in retaining current and gaining
future residence.
Bencubbin's central location makes it the optimal location for building such a facility.
I believe that all sporting facilities should be located in the same area, being the current complex
location, this includes the aquatic centre. I believe this is necessary to optimise the use of all of the
facilities and opens the possibility for job opportunities through employing a persons to be
responsible for looking after all of the facilities (potential to attract another person/family into our
community)

Strategy 2: Continue to maintain and enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district-level community
sports and recreation facility.


I believe it is important to maintain the current facilities in Beacon at a district level.

Strategy 3: Identify best value potions for the future sustainable and equitable provision of aquatic facilities
for the shire


I strongly believe that it is of vital importance that we have an aquatic centre that meets
current industry standards, which the current facility definitely is not.








I consider swimming to be a life skill and therefore believe that this strategy is of upmost
importance and needs to be seriously addressed in the near future.
With the longevity of the facility in mind and value for money, I believe that the best option
would be to build a new facility consisting of a 25m pool separate toddler and infant pool.
With the future also in mind, I believe that the ONLY option is to locate the new facility at the
current recreation ground so that it is apart of the regional sporting hub.
I believe that by having the aquatic facility located with all of the sporting facilities this will increase
usage of the facility and provide opportunities for people to use more than one facility during an
outing.
I have no issue with building a zero depth splash pad in Beacon as a source of individualism and
interest but believe costing and operating of such a facility would require further enquiry.

Strategy 4: Establish the shire of Mt Marshall as a noisy and hard-to-locate sports/activities destination




I have no personal interest in this area of sport and recreation but consider it to be important that
we cater for and offer a range of facilities. Therefore any improvements that would benefit persons
utilising the facilitating or that would bring extra people into our community I would support.
I believe the repour that has been built between the off road rally crew and the community is one
to be proud of and I would encourage this relationship. This type of exposure is vital in getting
Bencubbin ‘on the map’.

Strategy 5: Investigate and develop youth precincts in both Beacon and Bencubbin.


I support the development of these spaces, I believe it is important to provide safe and welcoming
spaces for our children of all ages to utilise. I also believe that these improvements will result
in increased use of the facilities.

Strategy 6: Investigate and develop the concept of a Golf Precinct in Bencubbin


I think reinventing the disused bowling green into a driving range would provide a individual and
unique opportunity for our community. Although I believe that the funding of this could possibly be
cover by the sports club, as they will directly gain the benefit of patronage through the installation
of this service.

Strategy 7 & 8:


Any future developments that will offer additional events and experiences for the l community I
believe to be a positive development and would support it.

Strategy 9 & 10:


I believe it to be vitally important that while other major developments occur, current facilities and
groups should be supported and maintained with the assistance of the Mt Marshall Shire.

I would like to congratulate the Shire of the Mt Marshall and their councillors for their proactive forward
thinking and positive decision making with the sole focus of securing the future of Shire and its community.
This forward thinking was demonstrated through the hiring of the Independent company, Tredwell
Management, to research and compose such a detailed report that reflects the needs of our shire .
Regards,
Melissa Beagley
Mt Marshall Resident

Received: 13 August 2015
I Have attended No Meetings,
I have Read what has been in the Bulletin and in The Draft,
I have heard small things only once I have asked questions,
I do not like rumours as they are worse than anything as things get mixed up, yet Actions do show.
I harbour No intentions to go against improvements within a decent budget, I am disappointed in the
handling of such matters to hand and how it is that One Town is Missing out and one is gaining,
I think it is Wonderful that the Shire Gained nearly $1 million for the Complex, wish it had been more , to
help out and do the whole lot, I would have liked it to be fully funded.
However, I Do Not agree to a major transformation within the Bencubbin Complex, only due to costs
exceeding the monies not available to such a small shire and still no really solid written information into if
the Southern Side of the Shire will be paying for the upgrades or everyone, Yes they need toilets upgrade as
Does beacon, and a few other things, but in General the Kitchen is really quite good and so are most other
things. and No real thought for the same to happen in Beacon.
I would like to know if Beacon Side have to pay for the Funding of this project as well? If so then it isn't fair.
I am about fairness Not Demise in another town, to gain a bigger town next town over. There are really only
two towns, so why such a big feast to one and minimal to another.
I am disappointed to see that so many projects seem to be being given to Bencubbin.
Although you have done a feasibility study and draft, of information.
Bencubbin has already gone ahead with many projects and left Beacon out.
Beacon doesn't just want to fix everything up.
It would love new buildings and move things around to. new buildings are always nice and will help bring in
people, No one said they didn't want them , just that the SHIRE cannot really afford them all.
Yet every time Beacon asks for things many things have been voted against it in the past.
No Bencubbin shouldn't move the swimming pool, It should be left where it is and fixed up, therefore freeing
up the money for other areas of interest in the SHIRE,
Or it should move it to Beacon and let Beacon have it for the next 50 years, so what if there is a population
decline,
No they shouldn't get a pretty much brand new complex ,
NOT at the over budgeted over exorbitant costing it will cost us and we wont be using it like the shire side
Bencubbin.
Bencubbin people will use it more than Beacon, Just like Beacon uses their complex more then Bencubbin.
Yes BOTH complexes need attention and Beacons Change rooms need just as much work as Bencubbin's,
yes it should be done up a little, paint, tidy, Solar on the roof.
No it shouldn't have a new kitchen, no it shouldn't move the kitchen.
Why do I think this, well the Kitchen is Much better than Beacons and Why Does it really need Moving??
I haven't heard why on this one yet, please do let us know why??
The Grant for Beacon in the bulletin of recent, Said $60,000 for the Beacon new Kitchen and Toilet septic.
Please further explain this to me , As a new Kitchen upgrade will surly cost this much alone out here>>>
Where in new notes have you put in a budget for the Tuff as it wasn't placed in the Shire Budget that I read
in the Bulletin, but was in the Draft.
And why not put in for both beacon and Benny to get a new turf???
Both deserve to play on good ground Not just Benny.
Are you going to do the same for Beacon at the same cost ???

If not Why not we are just as important as Benny.
Why not just do both complexes up at the same time and look the same then it will be fair, don't you think??
Better Idea in my eyes right now as all this pathetic bullying tactic is going on underhanded from the shire.
It is disappointing to see that due to the lack of information getting to the Bencubbin people, I hear even
they don't really know all that is going on in their own shire, as the rumour mills go.
That they really think we want to stop all this, we don't what we do want is fairness.
I would like to see Beacon with the Skate board park back,
Beacon with a swimming POOL
Beacon With a BRAND NEW COMPLEX
beacon with a BRAND NEW COUNTRY CLUB , next to the bowling club,
With New Basket Ball courts
New Units for the Caravan Park, And the Kitchen re done so it is better, the Barracks Updated and Cleaned
up to look like new for Workers, And the Shire take on the FULL responsibility for the Both, (cant really
have them at the caravan park as they are moving in and out all the time, Caravanners like the quite life)
Beacon with THE REST OF THE SHOP BITUMISED, why couldn't the shire finish it??????
Indoor courts for the Netballers and Basket ballers in Beacon.
Just A big HUB in Beacon for all to enjoy , including the visitors to BOTH towns
They managed to find money out of the blue for a netball /basketball court in Benny weeks after and cricket
pitch area and skateboard park.
WHERE in the heck is the general politeness of the shire to both towns, when the shire representatives from
Beacon are out voted on nearly everything here in Beacon and if they don't agree with The Benny Shire
People they are voted against any way.
I am angry with the Stupidity of Bencubbin Shire Counsellors and the CEO.
I am angry that things have gone on to long and far to much isn't being sorted in a Shire with only really two
towns to help out. Please Stop the petty arguments and lets do what is right for Both Towns,
Sharing to make sure both towns Survive
I don't like the fact that they increased the barrack prices to such and increase that the guys there left,
The fact they want to palm off the two places barrack and caravan park, for the next 5-7 years is pathetic,
GROW up.
We need people in our towns your stupidity cost both towns now they are staying in Koorda is it???
WOW intelligence has gone out the window in the Shire.
Try doing what is right NOT power tripping.
I thought that I would keep quite but I am angry at the stupid nasty underhanded things going on.
BOTH towns need each other BOTH towns need to help each other and BOTH towns need State government
support and funding, do you really think that by going and doing everything for Bencubbin and little for
Bacon that you wouldn't be hurting the Shire???????????????????//
The Shire needs to be supportive and generous to both towns NOT just Benny.
Underhanded and behind the backs of the Beacon shire counsellors and only giving half the information, is
very underhanded and leaving it till the last minute to inform people of what is really going on.
I have said in the past what happened in the past is silly and petty, yet here we are again , rivalry at its best,
Shire please see it , in your best interest to include Beacon sooner than later,
Include funding to both towns for the same reasons,
Nothing can be exact but it can be fairer, and simular.
You can support the Caravan park and decrease the prices , not increase by 130 precent to kill it.

I guess your intentions on this was so someone would come in and take it off your hands and Benny to get all
the clientele which I gather has back fired right now, as they went to the next shire over,
Well bully to you, you have succeeded in demise.
You will kill Beacon and people will leave , you will be holding your own heads low, when you all have to
fork out the Shire bills and rates for all the over budgeted Projects.
Then maybe your unfortunate Bencubbin people will see how badly they will have to pay for every project ,
how poor you are making them, in a declining population.
You say it will bring people in to be the hub of your Town??
How about , the fail of your town right now as you put all the money into things that will be your undoing if
your not careful.
You are your own worst enemy right now, and you don't even see it.
I harbour no resentment to Benny, just disappointed in the way you are going about spending money on
projects not in the budget of our town towns and without real thought to those hard working farmers and
businesses and home owners having to pay out every day every week every year to fund our towns whilst
only one really benefits from all their hard work.
Arlene Faulkner

“She Devils”

13 August 2015

Dear Dirk, Robert, Sally and council members,
I am writing to give feedback on behalf of the Bencubbin Netball Club in regards to the Mt Marshall
Sport and Rec plan. Firstly I would like to congratulate you all on the hard work you have put into
creating a plan for the future of our Shires sporting facilities as they are such valuable assets to our
community. We also congratulate you on being successful in getting the grant to go towards the
upgrade of the Bencubbin Rec Complex facility. The netball club is so excited to know that there is
going to be a much more functional facility for us to use in the near future.
We have read over the plan and thought we would highlight a few points that we feel relevant to us
and how they will effect us as a sporting club.


Refine plan/design for ‘community hall extension’ development at existing
recreation complex. Currently the viewing area to our netball court is extremely
dysfunctional, people pile up in the old bar area and can not view our games easily which
we fell personally effects the amount of spectators we get at games. In an evening when
we have our presentations and due to their not being sufficient room for seating, people
filter out onto the netball court and over the years this has been extremely damaging to our
court having tables and chairs dragged over it and beverages spilt on the surface.
Volunteers of our club cut back our court annually which takes time and money, if we were
able to have a more suitable bar/entertaining area this would prevent this from continually
happening.



Consider relocation of aquatic centre, subject to the findings of forthcoming report.
A aquatic centre relocated to the Rec Grounds will allow us to incorporate swimming into
our preseason training as well as rehabilitation for those needing it to aid in injuries. We
support this idea and would like to see it progress.



Install multi-use synthetic turf with the intention of providing suitable facilities for
hockey and tennis and other activities. This proposal would involve the re-location of
Welbungin Tennis Club to the Shire of Mount Marshall Recreation Complex. While we
don’t feel that turf is a priority in the near future, it is great to see that this has been included
in the vision as it is important to keep progressing forward as a Shire an this would provide
a range of benefits to local clubs and also potentially create more summer sports
activities. The turf would obviously be used for tennis in summer but could also hold a
summer league hockey tournament in evenings, similar to what locals travel to play in
Merredin. This would be great preseason training prior to winter sports an could also help
build our hockey club, it is important to not only keep the netball club going but our hockey
and football clubs also, we all need to work together as one and support one another.

Above are the points most relevant to our club, however the whole plan looks fabulous and we love
to see the support of both towns (Bencubbin and Beacon) in the Mt Marshall community. Being

“She Devils”

that Bencubbin is the central town to many communities it makes sense to continue to develop
facilities to provide opportunity to community members and more importantly our youth, the points
on developing a Youth Precinct are supported by our club because it provides more opportunities
for our younger generation to be active and outdoors, given our regional location our young ones
can miss out on opportunities so we need to do all we can to ensure we keep our sports clubs alive
and make the most of the opportunities we have left.
Thank you for taking the time to read our feedback letter.
Kind Regards
Charisse Walker
President of the Bencubbin Netball Club

NINGHAN SPRAYING & AG. SERVICES
52 Lucas St, Beacon, WA 6472
Ph: 96861092
Fx: 96861097
Draft Submission to the Mt Marshall Shire
on the Draft Sport & Recreation Master Plan (SRMP)

Received: 13 August 2015
I am small business owner in Beacon, it is one off the larger retail businesses in the Mt Marshall
Shire and a large contributor to the fabric of the community and provides financial support to many
of our sporting and recreation clubs in Beacon. We receive great support from local farmers and
other businesses in the Shire and our main focus is to provide great service and quality products in
return.
This submission is written based on Tredwell report and the outcome from that which is the Draft
Sport & Recreation Master Plan (SRMP). But I think it is other way around, the SRMP was written
and to justify it the Shire had a Tredwell report. I take you to the methodology of the project on
page 4 of the Tredwell report, the Final SRMP has always been part of the planning process.
Tredwell Management was hired for one reason to deliver a SRMP, not to give recommendation
based on this Shires circumstances or the view of its ratepayers.
This is highlighted by the continued and blatant disregard for the public’s opinion all throughout the
report. To quote “No single facility was rated by the majority of its users as below average or poor
in terms of overall quality.” and “Three quarters of the Mt. Marshall population believe there are
enough existing sporting facilities in the Shire” these has been taken directly from the reports
community survey summary.
This reports key findings and recommendations are based on overinflated population figures and
ongoing income streams. Furthermore alienating the majority of the public at both ends of the Shire
will defeat the purpose of what the Shire are trying to achieve. It will discourage participation
amongst a disgruntled and stretched low volunteer base. A high cost, low income facility will
become a drain on sporting clubs. This will cause a previously manageable facility to become a
costly and time-consuming one, ending any potential income for local sporting clubs and costing
ratepayers.
The “build it and they will come” mentality behind this project is greedy and self-serving. Consider
the demographic of our tourists in this region as they are usually retired pensioners. The SRMP will
not attract tourism dollars in this region and I would be surprised if $5000 is spent there in a year let
alone $500,000. They do not come to a town to see the size of their recreation facilities, but rather
the beauty that lies within the places beyond the town and the people within it. They are usually on
a budget and respect great service and great sights. Putting all the eggs in one basket and relying on

a 7 million dollar “Multi-Purpose Regional Hub” to create jobs and attract people to a town of less
than 200 people is a bold step.
Not only has the Shire ignored the initial survey results, but it has ignored advice from auditors that
it is in a poor position to service any further debt. They have been arrogant enough to spend over 2
million dollars of ratepayer’s money without consulting with them or advising them properly. That
is just the tip of the iceberg, if the SRMP is completed it will likely cost ratepayers upwards of 5
million dollars. It has been proven that even the current spend will cause a far greater increase in
rates than has been reported.
“In consultation with Council staff, the Nungarin Recreation Ground was identified as local
example of an appropriately sized multi-purpose function/bar/clubroom space. This facility serves
as a benchmark facility to compare against the current extension proposal/scheme. The Nungarin
Recreation Ground provides a modest, but entirely functional, multi-purpose space of around
350m2” as quoted under heading 13.Mt Marshall Recreation Complex. This illustrates the kind of
expansion that ratepayers are willing to accept. This facility I believe cost no more than 1 million
dollars and provides a comparable example of an appropriately sized and modest multi-purpose
facility. Unlike this facility, the SRMP far exceeds the public requirements given the cost and the
current state of facilities in the shire.
In summary, I believe this report has been written to justify the SRMP and the blatant disregard for
public opinion is what the big issue here is. The Shire cannot deny that all through this process, at
both ends of the Shire, there has been resistance to the SRMP. It has certainly gained momentum
since this report has been released due to the overwhelming evidence that the public believes our
facilities are well maintained, there are enough of them and they are in good condition. On top of
that it could cost ratepayers up to 5 million dollars over the next 10-15 years, which is without any
overruns, not including interest and ongoing maintenance. The SRMP will not serve to attract
tourism and will only discourage disgruntled ratepayers. The Shire still has many options regarding
this facility, but it is important that it listens to the opinions of its ratepayers and sporting clubs,
before burying them under a debt that their children will be forced to repay.
Yours Sincerely,
Brandon Lancaster
Owner/Director
Ninghan Spraying & Ag Services
Merchandise & Fertiliser Member of the Year 2014 (Landmark)
0487861063
ninghanbrandon@esat.net.au

Received: 16 August 2015
Dear Sirs,
Please accept my notes below as a VERY CONCERNED rate payer.
1.

What is the point of doing this public submission part of the process? It appears that through
comments made in Shire Council meetings, the Bencubbin windup function etc that the
Bencubbin Multiplex upgrade is going to go ahead anyway, regardless of the lack of
documented community support and the financial implications for the rate payers of the whole
shire.

2.

Why have you made recommendations for items which were not supported (eg tennis courts in
Bencubbin when Welbungin tennis club made their opposition to shifting courts very strongly),
the building of a Multiplex in Bencubbin off the back of only 31 % support? (P36)

3.

In view of the fact that councillors meeting Sports Groups, and Community workshops
highlighted that population decline was a major concern, it is irresponsible to make
assumptions that a new facility or two MAY attract more people to the community? I feel that
the recommendations lack depth and foresight for the needs of the whole of the Mt Marshall
community. It is not simply through the building of facilities that attracts more people, it is
through building cohesive links with the existing community, and making the volunteer base
stronger that will ensure longevity and growth in the areas of sport and Rec.

4.

The report quite correctly identifies areas of concern from all stake holders. It also lists the
areas of most concern of the shire as being the kitchen and ongoing maintenence etc of the
Beacon Rec Centre. So if these are the greatest areas of need, why then does the Bencubbin
Rec Centre upgrades take the priority on the list for recommendations? This indicates a great
level of interference by Shire Staff who were privy to this report before we were. It also shows
how the report contradicts the findings on so many levels.

5.

It is very clear, from the responses that the consultation that was held in Bencubbin held a far
different message than that which was held in Beacon. The people who came from Beacon
(without much notice or any consideration for local needs) left the meeting feeling very
frustrated at the lack of opportunity to voice our concern about the Bencubbin proposal, which
for most of us was a new concept. We were thrust pieces of butchers paper, and unlike the
Bencubbin constituents, filled them out without any guidance from councillors or real
understanding about how great the impact of these results would be. What attempt was made
to verify the information provided as correct, as I question the numbers of volunteers declared
by Bencubbin sport clubs? The Shire was at fault for not being open and transparent with this,
as were the consultants from Tredwell who steered the conversation so that Beacon did not go
in with a ‘wishlist’ attitude, but rather one of restraint, honesty and respect for the budgetary
restraints we have been told we are facing.

6.

Tredwell consultants were clearly taken aback when it was brought to their attention that the
survey itself lacked all correct information about the Shire. It was at the meeting with the
Beacon Progress Association that clubs such as the Gun Club, Beacon Theatre Arts and Mens
Shed was brought to their attention as being missing from the survey. At this point I believe
that Tredwell should have investigated further the information that was presented by the Shire
to determine whether it was true and correct.

7.

The leading questions on the individual survey (particularly the last two which only specifically
mentions two Bencubbin based projects and a box for ‘other’) and the fact that there was
unequal access to the surveys in each town (Beacon ran out of copies and were not replaced

for a week or so +online glitches) leads me to conclude that the survey was rigged and set out
in such a way that it encouraged responses that would favour the previously set agenda of the
Shire Council and Mt Marshall staff.
8.

It was an inappropriate way that the first mention of the intention to build the Bencubbin
Multiplex was made public. Tredwell should distance themselves from this by providing fair and
reasonable commentary of the ideas they should have gained by talking to all stakeholders. It is
disappointing to see the degree of influence that Shire staff have had in formulating this
report, and that I did not notice as much attention being paid by the consultants to actually
come and speak to the Beacon Rec Committee etc as you would think is pertinent.

9.

The degree of financial burden that is being proposed through this report in fiscally
irresponsible for a Shire with our assets. Though I notice some attempt to say that the
Multiplex concept could be constructed with and achieve the same outcomes to a lesser
degree, it is important to note that the Shire Council has no intention of scaling it down, or
noting this recommendation. The ongoing plan for further development (of relocating the
swimming pool….and Astroturf of the hockey oval?) is extremely concerning. Though the
concept of a regional centre may be one which the Bencubbin residents think is a good idea, I
do not see the other towns in the sporting leagues supporting the proposed demise of their
local facilities in favour of travelling to Bencubbin.

10.

This report and process has caused great division in the community of Mt Marshall, if it is going
to be the catalyst for future change. I recommend that this community feedback is given far
more consideration than the results which show only 31 % support the Bencubbin Rec centre
project, and that this, ‘Tredwell’ consultation process be declared null and void.

Yours Sincerely,
Megan Beagley

Received: 16 August 2015
To whom it may concern,
After reading the Mt Marshall Sport and Rec Master Plan I would like to make clear my lack of support for
your recommendations.
I have noticed that there is no definitive statement from Tredwell Consultancy group that outlines the
reasons for recommending the Bencubbin Multiplex project, which includes the extension to the existing
facility, relocation of the swimming pool and the future projects of hockey oval resurface and tennis courts.
I was lead to believe that the Tredwell report would present an unbiased overview of the facilities that exist
in Mt Marshall and comment in favour or against current proposals such as this, or whether we needed to
upgrade these facilities at all!
I think that the project to build a Multiplex in Bencubbin is a waste of resources for the Shire. As winter
sports is the biggest user of the facility, it needs to be noted that this competition is reducing at an alarming
rate (eg Kalannie Hockey club has folded, Kalannie Football Club is folding, The Football league is reducing
to 16 per team as of 2016 ) If trends continue the way they are, and both Mt Marshall teams have to
amalgamate, the use of this facility will then halve, to only 4 games per year!
I believe that the Tredwell report needed to collect more facts about the degree of individual contribution,
both socially and financially by individual clubs and rec groups from both towns. It would be interesting to
see the difference of money that is being contributed, Vs the amount of money that each club gets from
the Shire, or needs to run. This would then provide the Shire with a clearer picture of which clubs are value
adding to the community, and which ones simply exist because of Shire support.
There seem to be some recommendations which have been made off the back of very small levels of
support, or were only suggestions by one person (eg Hockey oval resurface, Beacon Hockey lights?) Even
support for the Bencubbin Multiplex is too low (31%)to really say that it is a popular idea!
I am not in favour of any recommendations which involve large sums of money being spent in either town
to create new facilities. I think there is a lot of work that can be done to update and maintain existing
facilities (eg wheelchair access), which can achieved realistically within the current Shire budget without
having to raise a loan or increase rates. I live too far away from Bencubbin to use these facilities, and will
simply stop playing sport if it means I have to travel this far!
Thankyou
Nigel Beagley

Received: 17 August 2015

Mt Marshall Sport And Recreation Plan.
The Beacon Junior Basketball Club is happy with our current facilities. Our lighting
and court surface should be relatively maintenance free for the next ten years.
We are concerned and puzzled with the Beacon Sports Complex being given a
distant second priority behind the Bencubbin Complex. If maintenance funding
becomes short, the Bencubbin complex will receive priority. This will impact on
our facilities maintenance.
Beacon Sports Complex is used by more sports(football, tennis, basketball,
cricket, netball, hockey, gym), than any other facility in the shire, with 2 of the
top five most used sports facilities being at the Beacon Complex according to the
Mt Marshall sport and recreation master plan.
We have previously asked children from Bencubbin to join in our basketball
competition. We have not had any one come over, because the travel is too far.
It's time the small group of people pushing the Bencubbin Sporting Complex
Master Plan realised that Bencubbin is NOT a regional centre. The people of
Beacon, Koorda, Mukinbudin, Trayning, Kununoppin and Kalannie do not and will
not travel to Bencubbin for all social sport.
Travel is the reason. Just as it's too far for your kids to play basketball every week
in Beacon, it's the same distance back for us!
It is clear the results of the survey have not been considered when the
recommendations have been drawn up in this report.
1:Community Opinion (Ref# 9.4 page 35-36)
- Three quarters of the Mt Marshall population believe there are enough existing
sporting facilities in the Shire.
2:The Welbungin tennis club does not want to move to Bencubbin(Pg 28).
3:The Bencubbin sports club does not want to move to the complex(Pg 28).
4:Although the Question about upgrading the Bencubbin complex or upgrading
the pool were worded in such a way to suggest that one or the other had to be
done in the next 10 years, only 31% of people voted for a Bencubbin complex
upgrade and 19% for a swimming pool upgrade.
5:The Go-cart club is listed as the second least used facility, yet it is listed second
on the hierarchy list as a regional prospect.

All of these 5 points above seem to have been ignored in the writing of the MT
Marshall Sport and Recreation Master Plan.
One of the key answers throughout the survey is maintenance. We are struggling
to keep existing facilities maintained without building new buildings.
There is no allowance in costing for maintenance of new facilities.
I have finished reading the Master Plan feeling like a second class citizen, being
asked to pay for facilities in Bencubbin that I will rarely use, certainly no more
than I do now.
I ask the councillors to consider the situation they would be in if it were proposed
to pour $7,000,000 into facilities in Beacon, 40 to 60 km from their homes.
While we agree that some improvements could be made at the Bencubbin
Sporting Complex, we see that an expense in excess of $7,000,000 is unrealistic
for the communities size and current population.
Most sporting upgrades in the Shire of Mount Marshall have in the past been
carried out with CSRFF funding. The CSRFF funding model is made up of one third
funding from the sports group, one third from CSRFF and one third from Shire
funds. This gives the recipients of the funding some ownership and pride as well
as keeping expectations realistic.

Andrew and Gemma Dunne
Beacon Junior Basketball Co-ordinators

Received: 17 August 2015
Treadwell Draft Sport & Recreation Master Plan
Attention Sally Morgan
After reading & studying the Treadwell Report, I as a rate payer, DO NOT want council to go ahead with
the $6 – $7 million redevelopment of the Bencubbin Recreation Complex as the main priority for the Mt
Marshall Shire.
Throughout the report there is continuing reference to the decreasing population of the area,
and lack of new volunteers in the Shire, so I dont see that there is enough people to use & pay
for a large project as well as maintain existing facilities in good order.
The figures of 31% for redevelopment, 19% for pool up grade, leaves 50% of survey respondents
not wanting either of these projects, these figures do not support the recommendations.
People in surrounding towns & Shires have their own communities to keep going, & I dont see any
consultation with them in the Report to get their support & for them to be willing to drive the long
distance required to consider making Bencubbin a Regional centre.
Also as a senior ratepayer of the Shire, I am traditional & DID NOT receive a paper copy of the survey
to fill in, & as I have been a rate payer of the Mt Marshall Shire for the last 50 years I regard this as very
poor.
Valda J Heal
11 Lindsay Street,
Beacon 6472

Ms Sally Morgan
Community Development Officer
Shire of Mt Marshall
Monger Street
BENCBUBBIN WA 6477

Dear Sally and Councillors
I write to you regarding the Proposed Multi-Purpose Sports Facilities that Council has been
successful in obtaining a stronger region grant for. After reading both the grant and the Report I
would like to say that this is well written, and I appreciate that it would have involved a lot of work
from your staff.
It has been suggested that I am being negative in my views on this project. However, I have
often been advised by my peers and business owners that I am one of the most positive and
progressive farmers in the area. I believe in farming, in the Shires that I farm in and am
supportive of sound decisions to progress our communities. There is however a huge difference
in being positive and taking calculated risks compared to being “positive” and making decisions
of an unrealistic nature where the population and current need does not justify this decision.
I would like to make the following points:
Facilities












I agree that Bencubbin does need more change rooms and toilets in the recreation
complex
It is hard to justify making such a huge investment in the Sports facility.due to the only
sports that use the complex, are Football, Netball, Hockey and Bowls. Bencubbin does
not have a tennis club, cricket club, basketball club and I understand that the Golf Club is
keen to stay where it is.
The number of sporting clubs does not demonstrate a need for this project and the
Tredwell Report states that 87% of people think facilities are satisfactory or better. The
project will not provide numbers to re-establish basketball and cricket. It is also
concerning to hear that the CWFL has discussed reducing teams to 16 a side and has
fears of the league disappearing due to lack of numbers.
The Grant states that the present facility can only cater for 85 people, however the
basketball court can cater for at least 200 people seated (weddings/medal counts etc
have previously already been held here)
Is this project to improve recreation facilities or is it to help make the town survive and
increase its population?
Has an ongoing maintenance budget been prepared for this project?
Merredin’s population is far greater than Bencubbin’s, the usage of their facility is greater
so I have real concerns regarding the ongoing costs which Bencubbin’s facility will incur.
They are having trouble making their facility pay. The increased costs passed on to
clubs have resulted in some sporting groups thinking of withdrawing their use of the
sports complex.
I am aware that Council’s debt service cover ratio has fallen below benchmarks which
indicates a limited capacity to borrow. This has been flagged by the Local Government
Department so why is Council proposing to borrow such a large amount of money to
finance this project?

Treadwell Report


The Tredwell Report purports that Bencubbin is a more progressive town than Beacon –
however by having to mainly self-help Beacon appears more progressive, and is a very
strong community.










It states that “it is important to engage widely with the key stakeholders and engender a
sense of community ownership of the plan.” Why weren’t all ratepayers who are a major
stakeholder (funders of the project) engaged prior to the application? Posting on
website, advertising in the Gimlet is not engagement for a project of this size and I feel
we should have received notification by mail as we have two families living in the Shire.
Boundary ratepayers never received notification or consultation in regards to the report.
The concern is that larger rate payers of the shire will be impacted far greater than those
paying minimal rates in town
It states that there was 486 people in the shire in 2011, yet only 182 people did the online
survey perhaps because of lack of consultation state above.
The report states that the population grew by 84% between 2006-2011. I would like to
know whether this is correct and how that increase was ascertained as this defies statewide trends.
What is the increase/decrease in population since 2011. I understand that there are only
28 children attending the Bencubbin Primary School and that this is likely to be further
reduced in 2016 as it will no longer include year 7 students. Beacon has 35 students at
their school. Surely this demonstrates the need to help out and put more of an equal
share into Beacon.
The report fails to mention the Town Hall – this is a facility that could be utilised for
Drama productions, functions and small sports such as badminton, table tennis etc

Communities:







It is apparent in the report that a large amount of infrastructure is planned for Bencubbin.
This would leave very little funds to be spent on other areas in the shire eg Beacon,
Gabbin,Welbungin or Wialki.
Council should be supportive of all the residents, especially a community like Beacon
who are so proactive and work hard to fund raise for the survival of their community with
minimal help from Council.
People in this area have 40 – 50km’s to travel into Beacon. If Mt Marshall was reduced to
a one town shire these people would have this plus the distance from Beacon to
Bencubbin to travel just to obtain services. Surely it would be better to have facilities in
Beacon so that everyone is within 50kms from goods and services. After all Bencubbin is
roughly only 40kms from Koorda, Trayning and Mukinbudin. This would assist farmers
and attract workers for businesses. I am very supportive of trying to keep the whole
community here. If we start to loose people on the perimeter then this would have a large
impact on Bencubbin and the whole shire.
The Treadwell Report has provision for a multi-use synthetic surface which will cater for
Hockey & Tennis and mentioned other sports.
The Welbungin Tennis club has good facilities and for years have fund-raised and
worked hard to maintain a great tennis community. As a result it has grown in numbers
whilst the Bencubbin Tennis club failed to survive. What is to stop this happening again?
I was told that Welbungin will not get supported and the plan is to shift this into
Bencubbin. Great facilities are not enough to entice new members. Community spirit,
like that demonstrated by the Welbungin Tennis club and attractions like the freedom for
children to play in the bush and join in the tennis is what attracts members.

In conclusion population would be encouraged by Council spending their money to improve
services and facilities that promote economic growth. The survival of our communities relies on
successful farmers and businesses so please do not burden them with a long period of debt just
to provide amazing sporting facilities which are not justified
Yours faithfully
Paul Smith
13th August 2015

Received: 18 August 2015
From: Vicki Miguel
While I acknowledge that some upgrades to the Bencubbin Recreation Centre may be needed, I strongly
oppose the Tredwell Reports finding that a $6-$7 million project is necessary.
Throughout the report a declining population and a declining volunteer base appear as a major concern
to Council and the public. I do not see how such a facility will increase the population if there are limited
other services in the town.
Figures from the report state that of those surveyed, 31% preferred the Bencubbin Complex upgrade,
19% wanted the pool upgrade, which leaves 50% of those surveyed not supporting either of these
projects.
The report states that 75% of the Shire population believe there are enough sporting facilities in the
Shire and two thirds believe there are enough recreation facilities.
It also states that ¾ of the Mt Marshall population believe sporting facilities are in good condition
generally and the majority believe that existing recreational facilities are in good condition generally.
I see nowhere in the Tredwell report of consultation with surrounding local governments and
communities to say that they support Mt Marshall as a Regional Sport & Recreation Centre and that they
will actually use the facility.
I am disappointed that consultation has been mainly with residents and sporting bodies in Bencubbin, a
bit with Beacon and not with ALL RATEPAYERS who will be funding the project for a lot of years to come.
I am also concerned for the Shire’s ability to maintain all the new and existing infrastructure in the
future.

Received: 18 August 2015

Hey mate,
Just some personal feedback on the survery.
I'm encouraged by their report and results of our survey. As a (will be) long term resident of Bencubbin,
I'm proud to live here and this sort of work with the shire shows me that we are all here for the long haul.
The proposed developments will support sport and social activities now and into the future. As a member
of the hockey club, the proposal of a new surface is pleasing and exciting. We are an important part of the
community, with more players than positions and a place in the last 3 grand finals (including this one!).Our
support from the community is over whelming and I believe we bring a lot of joy to the community, both on
and off the field!!Having a nationally recognised company ,like Tredwell Managment, look at our area
shows a great deal of confidence in our town and a plan for the future when things will not doubt get
tougher. I fully support the application for the loan and redevelopment, so my kids can one day play sport
in Bencubbin with their friends.
Sian Pladdy

Received: 18 August 2015

Dear Sally ,
Please accept my response to the Tredwell Report.
With 61% of survey participants coming from Bencubbin it totally puts to rest that any opposition to this
project is simply “from Beacon”. Even with the overwhelming majority coming from Bencubbin it still
only puts the vote in favour of redeveloping the Bencubbin Sporting Complex at 31% . An even lower
vote in favour of the Bencubbin pool redevelopment at 19%. It is little wonder then that Mount Marshall
Shire is in the biggest turmoil many can remember as the people feel they have lost their voice.
Making Bencubbin a Regional centre is selfishness to a high degree as it will take from surrounding
towns opportunity to better their own facilities. Koorda and Mukinbudin both offer far more in the
way of retail and services for people travelling for sport or other events. At least with travel to either of
these towns one can also facilitate other needs making the distance travelled a more viable proposition.
We can see from this survey the effect that long distances have on participation rates in the damning
statistic: 50% of Beacon School children cannot swim
Bencubbin has a selection of three pools in surrounding towns closer than Beacon is to it’s “local” pool,
and yet no consideration is given to situating the pool in Beacon. Should the pool really need resiting,
this would be a fairer option to Shire residents. Beacon have a bigger school and there is no reason for
this to remain in Bencubbin just because many years ago that was where it was. Sometimes we need to
accept change!
Feedback we are getting from communities that have created hubs with large buildings, is concerning
with regards to runnings costs. Merredin costs over $600 000 to run each year. This is half our rate
revenue. The only benefit of a hub is to the people who live close by. As Mount Marshall is such a large
shire it would obviously not be in the interest of a large portion of the people to base everything in one
place. Welbungin Tennis Club have stated they love where they are located and it works very well for
them and could even be reason for their success. This is a club that is going against the trend and
growing. Perhaps we could learn something from this. Beacon also has a strong tennis club and
incorporates juniors to ensure its future survival. The Tredwell report completely contradicts itself given
it then proposes to build a tennis club in Bencubbin. In one part of the report it states “our resources
are finite” then proposes to build a third tennis club.
Although the report covers all sport and recreation within the Shire and their potential wants/needs in
the future, it is obviously not going to be able to cater to these, should the Tredwell recommendations
be carried through.
Beacon community are already paying so much to maintain community assets, and the CEO is well
aware of this having been to a Beacon Progress Association Meeting and witnessed the level of financial
commitment. With recent publications by the CEO about ceasing “donations” to Beacon community the
burden of financial commitment will obviously grow. People on the Eastern and Western fringes of the
Shire have the same commitments to their local communities being Koorda and Mukinbudin.
If Bencubbin had the same level of commitment from all their community they would not be asking for
the whole of shire to pay for their wants. A larger commitment by the users would be much fairer.
Perhaps a scaled back version catering for “need” rather than “want” would find greater support in the
Bencubbin and broader community?

As someone who’s family are hopefully here for the long term we strongly resent the lack of care and
unrealistic modelling that is taking place. Many in the Shire are successful business people, who are
horrified at the list of recommendations. We are among the people who will be left with the burden of
an ill thought out project.
The resulting recommendations of this report completely disregard the community wishes. One can only
draw the conclusion that the resulting recommendations are those desired by some on council?
Apply the Tredwell survey results not the recommendations!

Sincerely,
Sue E Munns
Synandra Farms
Beacon

Received: 18 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
I am registrar of Bencubbin Primary School and would like to give feedback that most of
our Sport Development Days are held at the complex which involves 5 other schools
participating. This year we have been actively involved with the Bowling Club and the
students have taken part in the Junior Jack Attack which we hope to keep being involved
with next year.
The school has used the complex for their end of year concerts and year 7 graduation
dinner. With the improvement of the complex will make Bencubbin more attractive to be
a central location for other sporting activities. The school is already trying to arrange for
Softball WA to visit the school community to entice the game into the country areas.
From a school, the improvement to the complex is an exciting project that will be utilised
more for future school activities.
Regards

Leeanne Gobbart
Registrar
Bencubbin Primary School
Ph: 96851228
Fax: 96851378
Email: Leeanne.Gobbart1@education.wa.edu.au

Received: 18 August 2015

Mt Marshall Master Plan Report Public Submission

Firstly we would like to congratulate the Shire of Mt Marshall on obtaining a $990,000.00 grant to help
fund the Bencubbin Complex Redevelopment. This is a great achievement for our Shire and for the
community of Mt Marshall.
The Tredwell Report is a very comprehensive and professional report and I commend the Shire on
utilising this national company with a respected reputation.
Strategy 1
We fully endorse and support the proposal of relocating the Mt Marshall swimming pool to the
Bencubbin Sporting Complex. We fully support the Shire to seek funding to implement synthetic turf for
the hockey field that can have the dual purpose of tennis courts etc. We also believe a youth precinct in
Bencubbin is a great idea and that the Shire should provide for this initiative. More parking will be
needed if all sport and rec is to be centralised.
Strategy 2
We support that the Beacon Complex be maintained at a district level only but do not support the
extension of the Beacon Men’s Shed as this is a non shire asset.
Strategy 3
We fully support the relocation of the Mt Marshall Swimming Pool to the Sport and Rec Centre.
Strategy 4
We do not support Shire spending large amounts of money on non-Shire assets. The outlay to update
the gun clubs should be minimal.
We believe that marketing Bencubbin as a noisy hub for motor sports etc would be a great initiative and
compliment the Bencubbin 360 and Mt Marshall Go-Kart Club. Mountain Bike trails would create a great
initiative to capitalise on the tourism dollar from this fast growing sport. As suggested, limiting
environmental impact would need to be considered.
Strategy 5
We fully support youth precincts in Bencubbin and Beacon
Strategy 6
The development of the sporting club as a golf precinct would require further investigation. The
synthetic bowling green is advantageous as it does not require any water. Water would be needed to
keep the bowling green grass alive.
Strategy 7
Water based activities at Mt Marshall reservoir would be fantastic!

Strategy 8

We support the enhancement and provision of share use trails and trail based experiences throughout
the Shire of Mt Marshall
Strategy 9
We fully support the continuing support to sport and recreation clubs and groups with upgrades and
enhancements to existing sport and recreation facilities.
Strategy 10
We continue to support sport and recreation clubs and groups through the provision and
development of Sport & Recreation based services and programs
Yours Faithfully
Deanne, Sharni and Campbell Breakell

Submission by Tim & Jean Cashmore dated 18/08/2015
Regarding: SPORTING & RECREATION MASTER PLAN (SRMP) - Shire of Mount Marshall DRAFT
June 2015 - TREDWELL REPORT
Points 1 – 10 are our concerning issues regarding the SRMP, and the information provided in
the Tredwell report. The Shire have ignored the need for proper procedural investigation,
costing is excessive, management of the sporting memberships is unclear and, Shire rate
increases to Ratepayers in regard to the SRMP is inconclusive.
1. It is important to inform all Ratepayers of Mount Marshall Shire (Shire) to ensure
community ownership of the plan.
2. It is essential that the development of the SRMP is inclusive of all the Ratepayers of
towns and locations within the Shire to ensure all the needs and wants of all Ratepayers
are heard and considered during the development of the SRMP.
3. Appropriate management modelling will be an important consideration for all
sporting/recreation clubs and organizations within the Shire.
4. The cost of facility use and financial barriers to participation will be an integral
consideration for the Shire when planning facility developments, upgrades and/or
considering levels of free public accessibility. (i.e. membership fees).
5. Ensuring that all members of the Shire have appropriate levels of access to sport and
recreation facilities is of critical importance, as is the provision of community facilities
deemed essential to meet the broader needs of the communities within the Shire.
6. A local facility generally only attracts users living in relatively close proximity to the
facility itself (i.e. Local Township only).
7. If shared facilities are to be successful, all Community members need to think through
their specific needs for access and use.
8. The SRMP should be explored at length with various government agencies, State
Sporting Associations, commercial operators, neighboring local governments and sport
and recreation clubs before any decisions are made to extend or build a new facility.
9. There are concerns raised by several club representatives relating to the impact of the
Shire’s declining population, loss of families, and younger people.
10. Loss of Yr7 primary school students to boarding school.
We are not entirely opposed to your SRMP. What we are opposed to is the overly ambition
SRMP, the excess cost and; we are definitely opposed to an increase of rates to pay for the
Complex facility located in Bencubbin because the SRMP is of no practical use to our family.
For this reason, we do not support the existing SRMP – Draft. T&J Cashmore

Received: 19 August 2015
Dear Dirk, Robert, Sally and council members,
I am writing to give feedback in regards to the Mt Marshall Sport and Rec plan. Congratulations on the
hard work you have all put into creating a plan for the future of our shires sporting facilities, they are
very valuable assets to our community, also congratulations for being successful in getting the grant to
go towards the Bencubbin sporting complex facility.
As the local fitness instructor and personal trainer I am extremely passionate about the project, it really
excites me to see the opportunities that will arise from this redevelopment as far as my business goes.
Having already run numerous fitness classes not only in Bencubbin but Mukinbudin also, I have noticed
how dysfunctional our sporting complex and gym are, this means I am limited to what I can offer the
community in terms of health and fitness.


Refine plan/design for ‘community hall extension’ development at existing recreation
complex. At present I am running the classes in on the netball court due to not having enough
room in the amenities room. As you can imagine this surface is extremely hard to excise on
putting added stress on joints and bones, currently I am planning my over 50's class and I am
concerned about them exercising on this surface for these reasons and because of their age. The
most ideal place for me to be running the sessions would be in our gym, how ever that space at
present is also very small and taken up by equipment. Once the new gym and entertaining areas
are built I will be able to decide which space is going to be more functional for my larger classes
and the one on one training sessions will be held in the gym. I can not wait to run a number of
different classes such as mini moves (for children), boot camps, seniors exercise classes and of
course our more high impact exercise classes.



Consider relocation of aquatic centre, subject to the findings of forthcoming report. As I have
spent the last 6 years working at our local swimming pool I am well aware of the problems with
the pumps and operation of the pool/facility. We have spent many years trying to prevent the
bacteria from forming in the later months of the pool season, the last few years the bacteria has
started to grow a lot earlier on in our season turning our pool green. Is this ideal ? Of course not
but do we want a place for our children to swim? Absolutely! Myself along with the other part
time staff at the pool have spent many extra hours vacuuming and scrubbing to ensure it safe
for patrons to swim in, which is why a new aquatic centre would be fantastic. This also opens up
more opportunities to me as a fitness instructor, to be able to offer water aerobics classes to the
community would be great. I have had many requests from our older generation to run water
aerobics classes in the summer months, however I am concerned with the lack of access to our
pool and that we do not have a lift to help the patrons in and out. Having the aquatic centre re
located to the sporting complex would be an added bonus, I could incorporate this with gym
sessions, rehabilitation and water sports.



Install multi-use synthetic turf with the intention of providing suitable facilities for hockey and
tennis and other activities. This proposal would involve the re-location of Welbungin Tennis

Club to the Shire of Mount Marshall Recreation Complex. I feel that synthetic turf is another
important part in the progression of our town being able to offer tennis to those that live
around the area rather than having to travel out to Welbungin, having said this I do not see the
need for re-rotation of the Welbungin Tenis Club, my family and I love to spend our Sundays in
Welbungin playing tennis, there is definitely something special about the fact that those courts
are in the middle of bush, it brings a sense of calmness and I think that adds great character to
the club. I think there are benefits to having both courts, being able to hold larger pennants
competitions on the town turf would be wonderful. In regards to turf for our local hockey
competition, I think fantastic! Though I do not play hockey personally, I find it extremely sad to
see the Kalannie hockey club fold and you can see a number of other towns going that way. We
are to have great numbers in our club and if down the track the CWHA folds, having synthetic
turf allows them to join another competition such as Merredin, Kellerberin etc.
Thank you for taking the time to read our feedback letter. Above are the points I feel most relevant to
myself and my family, the effort gone into this plan is wonderful and we really like to see the
involvement of both towns within our shire (Bencubbin and Beacon). Having two young children the
progression of our town is very important to us and this redevelopment will provide more opportunities
for them to become active and be involved in a range of different sports. I really think our youth are
limited to opportunities in the country, at present we travel a 200km round trip every Thursday to
Kellerberrin to allow Harper our eldest daughter to be able to learn ballet, it would be fantastic to have
a facility that could hold something like this.

Kind Regards
Charisse and Craig Walker

Received: 19 August 2015

Dear Sally,
We do not agree with the proposed new building in Bencubbin and the excessive
expenditure. Consideration needs to be given to the declining numbers of people
in the Shire and surrounding Shires. We feel it is not a very financial time for a lot
of farmers and a rate increase is not justifiable at the present time. Upgrading
existing buildings may be an option.
Regards
Ian and Stephanie Longmuir

Ian & Steph Longmuir
PO Box 62 Koorda 6475
(08) 9684 6061
0427 770 728

Received: 19 August 2015

I am very concerned that the Mount Marshall shire is considering to burden it's Rate payers with
increases to fund a grand plan megaplex.
Surely a whole of shire ratepayer meeting should have been the first logical step,not a report ( Tredwell
) that was confusing and difficult to access.More consultation with ratepayers would be advisable.
The majority of rate payers believe there is sufficient recreation facilities in our shire,especially with our
declining and ageing population. I would have thought ongoing maintainence of existing shire
infrastructure and extra aged care facilities would be more of a priority.
I take offence to our CEO's recent comments stating the Beacon projects funding were donations.I am of
the understanding the new bowling green was funded through Royalties for Regions and the Men's Shed
was built with existing infrastructure monies ( set aside for industrial shed ) The Men's Shed is on shire
land and is therefore an asset to the shire.The only thing that was donated was our communities time
and energy!!!
With existing funding and grants modest renovations to the Bencubbin complex could be achieved
without sending our shire broke.
Irwin Andrews
Misty Farms

Received: 19 August 2015

Hi Sal,
Just submitting my comments about the draft proposal fro the Rec Centre.
I was very impressed with the thoroughness of the report and survey and quite surprised with some of the findings!
I would like to offer that I am, in general, in agreement that the Bencubbin Rec Centre could do with some upgrades
especially in the area of visitors change rooms and the bar area.
However there are a couple of areas that I don't like about the proposal of having everything in one central place.
Firstly I think that the Welbungin Tennis Courts should be budgeted for an upgrade, and not moved to Bencubbin
town. Part of the reason I enjoy tennis there is the setting in the bus, with the old classic facilities and a sense of
being miles from anywhere. I enjoy the BBqs afterwards at the long tables under the stars, and definitely feel that all
this magic would be lost relocating the tennis to Bencubbin. I used to belong to Bencubbin Tennis Club when it
existed, and it was never the same , playing in town, as it is in Welbungin. I feel that there is something special about
tennis out there that should remain for future generations.
Secondly, I don't agree that the pool should relocate either. I understand that the pool does need urgent work done
on it and it is not financially viable as is, however I would like to see a smaller pool put inside the existing one ( if
that's is at all possible) rather than a whole new centre. I like the surroundings up at the pool with the large lawn
area, baby pool, palm trees etc. I think it would be a waste to not continue to utilize what is already there and
somehow work with it
So, that's my take on it, hope it isn't too garbled!
kind regards,
Phil Gillett.

Received: 19 August 2015
Re Tredwell Sporting and Recreation Master Plan and Recommendation.
This Report was poorly researched.
i.e.


Beacon Theatre Arts Club and Beacon Gun Club were only recognised by being pro active.



Beacon Playgroup was left out altogether whilst Sturt Pea House was well documented.

This Report claims to be “pragmatic”. This is questionable on the grounds of the unrealistic plan to
become a Regional Hub – in a Shire of less population than 486 (2013 figures and concern expressed
several times in the Report of declining population.)P27
Claims to be “financially responsible “ with a proposal to spend in excess of $6m in the next 10 years.
This will make affordability a problem, when the research shows lower than average annual incomes.
Merredin has financial difficulties with a much larger population
Claims to be”equitable” in a Shire which has a very large geographic area and the tyranny of distance will
also influence access – 50 to 70kms.
Community input to clarify future planning clearly states that care and maintenance of current facilities
“in situ” was the preferred plan.
Access to the survey was poor.


Limited hard copies.



Difficulties with online access.



Only online returns seem to be accounted for.P35

Community Workshops – methodology was based on vague and broad concepts and assumptions and
time pressure was put on people still trying to understand what the questions meant.
Hierarchy – The only organisation which can claim to be Regional is the Beacon Gun Club, all other
facilities are District or Local and suit the “home and away” format.
Strong objection is made to the proposal to rename the Bencubbin Recreation Centre to a regional
facility. This is perceived as a threat to other facilities and surrounding Shires.
The inclusion of a major Bar redevelopment is excessive and will seal the fate of the Sporting Club/ Golf
Club.
It is conceded that a minor upgrade or replacement is needed to the area which currently houses the “away
“teams change room and the Bencubbin gym.
Tredwell Report states that 75% of the Shire population believe that there are enough Sporting Facilities
in the Shire and 2/3 believe that there are enough Recreation Facilities.
Marian Kirby
18/08/2015

Received: 19 August 2015

Hi Sally

Please find my thoughts on the Draft Sport and Recreation master plan.
Strategy 1; Those involved in the development of the Bencubbin Recreation Complex as a sporting hub must be
congratulated. Vision shown on such a project will maximise the shires chances of holding any sporting event
oppurtunities that may arise in future. Bencubbin, in relation to other town's, makes it perfect location for such a
project.
Strategy 2; This facility should be maintained as a district level facility.
Strategy 3; Money spent on maintaining current aquatic facilities would be better utilised in a new facility. The
current 50m olympic size pool is far to big to maintain and a 25m pool would be more suited.
Strategy 4; Any event that give the shire exposure should be considered. Our location can sometime be to our
disadvantage so if it can be used as an advantage then it should be considered.
Strategy 5; Providing activities for a kids around town is important. More fixed projects should be the
focus. Portable facilities would be harder to manage.
Strategy 6; A low cost project that should be considered.
Strategy7; This reservior does provide a unique opportunity and a feasibility study on it's development would
provide a great base for further discussions.
Strategy 8; Making these trails known to passing traffic and maintenance should be the focus.
Strategy 9; Keeping all sport & recreation facilities maintained to avoid costly replacement should be encouraged.
Strategy 10; Sporting clubs are essential in our shire so any help to these clubs would be welcome.
Regards-Lynton Beagley.

Received: 19 August 2015

Received: 19 August 2015
Dear Sally and Dirk
I am really excited and fully support the master plan for our shire.
Some facilities are very run down and are in urgent need of updating- such as the change room
facilities.
I think that although our town is not getting any bigger, we as ratepayers and residents should be able
to enjoy facilities that of a high standard.
I would like you commend you both on your efforts in this massive project.
Looking forward to the upgrades,
Regards,
Margo Sachse
Sent from my iPad

Received: 21 August 2015
Hi Sally
I have just been discussing the Draft Report with Tony on my return from Perth.
He brought to my attention the view of the Welbungin Tennis Club that improvements to the complex
and the pool upgrade should not be undertaken due to an increase in rates. This is not the view of all
the members. I do not recall a meeting asking for members opinions on this matter.
As much as we, as a family, love playing tennis at Welbungin, I believe the view that has been
presented is quite bias and is not a fair representation of all the members.
I would say that there are certain members that would hate to see the Tennis Club move to Bencubbin
and would do anything to keep it going at its present location.
However, to vote against developments in Bencubbin because of this, seems wrong.
If you could add this to my email I sent yesterday, it would be much appreciated.
Thanks very much Sally.
Regards,
Margo Sachse

Received: 19 August 2015

Hi Sally and Dirk,
As one of the young adults of the community and being on the Electoral Roll, I fully support the Master
Plan for our shire.
I am looking forward to using the new and upgraded facilities when I come home after finishing school
this year.
Regards,
Phoebe Sachse

J Harrap & Co
2842 East Boundary Road
Koorda WA 6475
19/08/2015

Dear Sirs/Madam/Ms
I am writing to you to express my opposition to the proposed upgrade of the
Bencubbin Sporting complex and also to any proposition to make this sporting complex a regional hub
for sport and recreation.
I am extremely disgruntled that I had to find out about these proposals via social media and NOT from
the Mt Marshall shire to whom we pay land rates. We have several neighbours who also have not
received any information on his proposal. This is not good enough. ALL ratepayers should have been
contacted and given the opportunity of commenting on this matter.
I have been informed that there was a survey conducted to guage rate payer’s opinions on this matter
however we received no such survey NOR any correspondence regarding this proposal. I cannot
understand why, as ratepayer’s we were not sent some information on this proposal as your council
manages to send us our rates notices every year and an overdue account when rates are unpaid after a
determined date?
If there is a rate increase to help pay for this proposal, it will be the third such increase in rates that we
have endured to build new, or complete upgrades to sporting and recreation facilities in the Mt
Marshall shire – recreation and sporting facilities that we do not use! As ratepayer’s in two shires, we
have also had to meet payments for sporting and recreation facilities in the Koorda shire (that we do
use) but we have ALWAYS had information regarding these proposals long before any comment period
has been announced and have had ample chance to lodge comments regarding proposals that effect
rates increases.
Unfortunately, the way your council has neglected many of your ratepayers could be seen as an
underhand way of “sneaking” not only this proposal in to fruition, but also increasing rates without
ratepayers knowing why.
I suggest the comment period should be extended so ALL your ratepayers have a chance to read all the
information THEY have paid for in the Tredwell Report, and have sufficient time to comment on the
proposals.
I also suggest that your council re-runs the survey on the proposals and you ask YOUR ratepayers what
they want you to spend their money on in THEIR shire.
Personally, we are disgusted with your council’s attitude regarding this matter, and we are now left
wondering how wisely our money is being used.

Yours sincerely, Barry Harrap for and on behalf of J Harrap & Co

Received: 20 August 2015

Shire of Mt Marshall
Sporting and Recreation Master Plan Draft

To whom it may concern

I would like to congratulate the Shire in receiving the $990,000 grant and for also giving the
public the opportunity to respond to the draft proposal on the Sport and Recreation Plan.
I am in total support of the redevelopment of the Bencubbin Recreation Centre and the
relocation of the Mt Marshall Swimming Pool so that all sporting facilities are in the one hub.
I also support the plan for noisy and hard to locate sports such as upgrades to Go-Kart track, off
road car and motorbike racing.
I agree with the developing of a golf precinct.
I also agree with the youth precinct and the water based activities would be a huge bonus for the
Shire.
The need for the shire for continued support to sport and recreation clubs and groups with
upgrades and enhancements to existing sports and recreation facilities is essential.

Regards

Craig Anderson

Received: 20 August 2015

SHIRE OF MT MARSHALL
SPORTING AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN DRAFT
To whom it may concern
As a young member of this community I would like acknowledge and thank the shire
council and shire staff on receiving a $990,000 grant to enhance the bencubbin
recreation complex.
I fully support the redevelopment of the bencubbin recreation complex and future
developments to become a state of the art facility.
I also support the plan to develop the go kart club and feasibility study for further off
road courses.
I also agree with the development of a youth precinct. As a young resident it is hard to
find activities to participate in as their are few around.
The sporting and recreation master plan is a great start to developing our community
into a bigger and better community.
Regards
Kris Gobbart

Submission by Danny Miguel and Celine Murray

20/08/15

TREADWELL MANAGAMENT’S “DRAFT SPORT & RECREATION MASTER PLAN” Shire of Mt Marshall.
We think the “regional” concept will have a negative affect on neighbouring towns and shires by
increasing the cost of travel and sport participation, resulting in less participants and volunteers.
This has to be a serious consideration.
“75% of the Shire population believe there are enough sporting facilities in the Shire, two thirds
believe there are enough recreation facilities”. This speaks for itself!
There is already a bar/liquor license at the Sports Club in Bencubbin. Is another bar really necessary in
a town where the pub is closed due to lack of support? This will have a negative effect on the existing
bar! Do you want to build your own “Country Club” to be run and paid for by the Shire unlike the one
in Beacon which is owned and run by Beacon residents?
How could the “Melbourne Sports hub” be used as an example as a “regional hub”? That's a
complete joke and totally irrelevant!
We feel that access to the survey’s in Beacon was poor. There were not enough hard copies available
and it was hard to get our hands on more. They did eventually arrive in Beacon but by
all accounts they were plentiful in Bencubbin with accompaning advertisements. Coincidence?
The Community Consultation evening was an absolute waste of time. Hardly any explanation of what it
was about and no time to answer questions. It was all very rushed and confusing! On purpose, we
wonder? Most of us had assumed, because of a lack of information, that it was to discuss the new
Bencubbin Complex and costings. Some people walked out in disgust. The rest of us didn’t realise that
we could add our pipe dreams to the proceedings! Was this part of the “Consultation Process”. Very
dismal if it was!
We were also told that the Tredwell community consultation evening was not about the Bencubbin
Multi-purpose facility, but it seems that these results are being used to support this project.
Nowhere in the report did we see reference to surrounding Shire population numbers, their facilities or
whether they were consulted on a “sports hub” being constructed next door to them. This could have a
serious affect on them securing funding for future projects of their own. Was this even considered? if
not, it should be!
Referring to the online survey 9.4
“The majority of Mt Marshall population believe that existing recreational facilities are in good
condition generally” The majority of the online survey, according to the report, were from Bencubbin.
Why, if the majority believe this, is there such a big push for such a massive expensive
project? Maintain what we have.

Ratepayers are not included as part of either survey. Why the heck not? Rate payers are the ones who
will be paying this loan back. This survey is being used as a big part in the support of the new Complex.
You would think that ratepayers would be the first to be included! Consultation should have taken
place with the ratepayers on how their rates will be spent, on their rate increase, plus the extra cost to
them on the other 2, way over the top, projects. The new pool and synthetic hockey field! $6.25-$7
Million. Why not consider a pool for Beacon? Half of our kids cannot swim (according to this same
report), and the travel to Bencubbin to access a pool is very unfair on them.
We do not think it should be called the “Mt Marshall Sporting Recreation Centre”. This is a project of
huge expenditure and not supported by all of Mt Marshall Shire. All of the sporting clubs take pride in
playing for their local towns and renaming the complex takes away from that sense of community.
We do agree that certain parts of the Bencubbin Complex needs a bit of an upgrade. Surely this can be
achieved on a more realistic scale and most importantly on a lesser budget. A common thread in the
survey was a concern over declining population. We need to realistic about the future and sending the
shire broke and putting an extra, unnecessary, financial burden on shire residents is careless. Future
running and maintainence costs need to be considered. Where is this money to come from? A blind
man can see that this building will not support itself!
We are extremely alarmed that the CEO and some members of council are not taking the concerns of
members of our community seriously. That we are being ignored and dismissed. And some have even
been verbally abused. Disgusting behaviour! We are the people whose pockets you want to put your
hands in, people who will be paying the loans off, for this unnecessary project, for the next 20 years if
this goes ahead. Everyones opinions and concerns are very valid and everyone should be listened to
and spoken to with respect!
Danny Miguel and Celine Murray

Received: 20 August 2015

SUBMISSION BY BEACON PLAYGROUP
TREADWELL MANAGAMENT’S “DRAFT SPORT & RECREATION MASTER PLAN” Shire of Mt Marshall.
Tredwell report states that 75% of the Shire population believe there is enough sporting facilities in
the Shire, two thirds believe there are enough recreation facilities. Why have the Mt Marshall Shire
not taken this in consideration before pushing ahead with this huge expenditure? Do these figures not
speak for themselves?
We think the “regional” concept will have a negative effect on surrounding towns and shires. It could
potentially increase costs to play or support sport locally and increase travel times, with less
participation and less volunteers. It could and probably will hamper local towns and shires from
accessing funding for their own projects due to a “regional sporting hub” in a neighbouring shire. Has
consideration been given to this? If not, then is certainly should have been!
Beacon Playgroup are extremely disappointed to have not been consulted and have our input included
in the survey and subsequently the Tredwell report. We have 11 children and 22 parents as members
in our Playgroup. For the shire not to include the Beacon playgroup but to include the Bencubbin
playgroup is completely unfair and we believe that the shire should equally support these groups as
they serve exactly the same purpose in both towns. Why was this? Are our opinions not
valid? Our children are the future sports people of this town and maintenance of and access to
sporting facilities is very important to our Playgroup parents.
The extra financial burden this facility will put on our families, for the next 20 years, is causing us a lot
of upset and stress especially as we now also have the added task of finding the extra money it will
require to send our children to High School in Year 7!
We were also told that the Tredwell community consultation evening was not about the Bencubbin
Multi-purpose facility, but it seems that these results are being used to support this project.
Celine Murray
President Beacon Playgroup Association

Received: 20 August 2015

To:

The Shire of Mt Marshall

I wish to express my support on the redevelopment of the Bencubbin Recreation
Centre. I am currently 17 years old and have lived here for 13 years. I have been
away to boarding school and am in my last year.
I have played football for Burracoppin and have watched the redevelopment of
the Merredin Recreation Centre. I believe the Bencubbin Recreation Centre
would be redeveloped into something similar to this.
I would like to say what a fantastic complex the Merredin Recreation Centre is
and as I will be living in Bencubbin after school finishes and playing football in
Bencubbin it would be great to see the redevelopment go ahead as soon as
possible.
Having the swimming pool relocated to the Rec centre would also be a great
way of having all the sporting bodies in the same place.
It would also be fantastic to have a motorbike track in place somewhere within
the Shire.
Regards
Damon Manuel

Received: 20 August 2015

Shire of Mt Marshall,Sporting & Recreation Master Plan Draft.

I would like to commend the tremendous efforts of the Shire at receiving the
$990,000 grant and the use of a professional research Company in Tredwell
Management to help with the redevelopment of the future in Sport and
Recreation within our Shire. It is also a great opportunity for the people of the
Shire to voice their opinions on the proposal.
I am in total agreement that the recreation centre and the Mt Marshall
Swimming Pool need upgrading. I believe the swimming pool has seen its last
days and therefore the monies should be spent on a new 25m pool. It would
be fantastic to see the pool relocated to the rec centre, where all of the other
sports are located.
As a member of various sporting clubs and a frequent member to the gym it
would be great to see all the sporting facilities in the one location and the
necessary upgrades completed in the timeframes as written in the draft
proposal. I am in total support of the strategic intent and the timeframes that
have been given. The priorities being the upgrade of the Bencubbin Recreation
Centre centre and the Mt Marshall Swimming Pool.
It is clear from the Tredwell report that the Bencubbin Recreation Complex
should be redeveloped into a regional level sporting complex, not only for the
people of the Shire to enjoy, but for the surrounding shires and towns to also
enjoy. Having raised children in the town and school for the past 17 years it has
become apparent with every sporting event involving surrounding schools or
towns that we are the centre of the hub and all events are held in Bencubbin.
It therefore makes sense to develop the Bencubbin Recreation Centre and
continue to maintain the Beacon Recreation Centre.
I feel that a synthetic turf for hockey later down the track, would enable the
larger towns such as Merredin or Narrogin to compete with Bencubbin which is
something that perhaps needs to be looked at, as other town’s numbers in this
sport are depleting and therefore their clubs may fold in the future. With the

depleting numbers, the future of sports may be that the current central
wheatbelt teams may have to join forces and Bencubbin is the central location.
I agree with the establishment of the Shire of Mt Marshall as a hub for noisy
and hard-to-locate motor sports. The Mt Marshall Go-Kart is frequently used
and the Bencubbin Rally is such a huge event that everyone looks forward to
each year. Including a motorbike racing track and a mountain bike track would
certainly promote tourism in the area.
I believe the youths in both Bencubbin and Beacon will benefit from the details
outlined in Strategic 5.
The development of water based activities would be an incredible opportunity
not only for the people of the shire and school aged children, but for tourism
as well.
I agree with upgrading the existing shared trails and the development of wild
flower trails as this is a huge part of tourism.
I definitely support the shire’s ongoing costs to the upgrades and enhancement
to existing sport and recreation facilities.
In summary I once again thank the Shire for this wonderful opportunity to
promote Sport and Recreation facilities within our Shire and I believe with the
upgrades and developments proposed to our sporting and recreation plan this
will entice not just tourists but new residents to the area with all that the Shire
of Mt Marshall will have to offer.
Yours faithfully
Amanda Sanders

On behalf of the Bencubbin P&C I would like to express our appreciation for the proactive forward
thinking of the Mt Marshal Shire Council in hiring an Independent company in Tredwell
Management to research and compose such a detailed report that reflects the needs of our shire.

Please see our views on the below strategies:

Strategy 1: Continue to develop Bencubbin Recreation Complex into a regional level community
sports and recreation hub.
 We fully support this development and believe that the forward planning for a sporting hub on a
regional scale is crucial for the future success of our shire and in retaining current and gaining
future residence.
 Bencubbin's central location makes it the optimal location for building such a facility.
 Our school students regularly use the sporting complex for various sporting and cultural events
throughout the year including events such as the Junior Cricket blast cup and Winter Sports day
(which all surrounding school attend).
 The future development of the recreation centre would assist us in being able attract more
events to Bencubbin, that could be supported by surrounding areas and benefit the school
students.
We believe all sport facilities should be located in the same area, being the current complex
location.

Strategy 2: Continue to maintain and enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district-level
community sports and recreation facility.
We believe that it is important to maintain the current facilities in Beacon at a district level, to
ensure that facilities are accessible by the local residents and school students, so that are not
disadvantage.

Strategy 3: Identify best value potions for the future sustainable and equitable provision of aquatic
facilities for the shire
 We consider that have a aquatic centre that meets current standards is essential for our
community and school, as swimming is a life skill, students must have the option to attend and
learn to swim in a safe aquatic environment.
With the future also in mind, we support building a new 25m pool as part of the regional sporting
hub located at the current recreation site.

Strategy 4: Establish the shire of Mt Marshall as a noisy and hard-to-locate sports/activities
destination
 We feel that this strategy doesn't directly impact the school but consider it to be a feasible way to
increase tourism.
The off road rally, has made generous donations to the school and we would support changes that
would encourage them to continue to return.

Strategy 5: Investigate and develop youth precincts in both Beacon and Bencubbin.
We support the development of the spaces where youth (children aged 4-11yrs) can engage in the
skate park to increase use of the facilities and make it a safe and welcoming place for them to interact
with their peers, outside school hours.

Strategy 6: Investigate and develop the concept of a Golf Precinct in Bencubbin
Reinventing the disused bowling green into a driving range, would provide another option for our
students to engage in physical activity.

Strategy 7 & 8:
Any future developments that will offer additional events and experiences for the children of our
school community we believe to be a positive development.

Strategy 9 & 10:
We believe it to be vitally important that while other major developments occur, current facilities and
groups should be supported and maintained with the assistance of the Mt Marshall Shire.

We once again thank the Shire of the Mt Marshall and their councillors for their proactive and positive
decision making in securing the future of Shire and community.

Kind Regards,
Melissa Beagley
Bencubbin P&C President.
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Bencubbin Hockey Club Submission
The hockey club members and volunteers have collaborated together to form the below
submission in regards to Draft Sport & Recreation Plan.
The strategies in Theme 1 we believe are both important.
The strategy in Theme 2 we are in support of the relocation of the aquatic facility to the
regional sporting hub as well as in favour of a paddle area (or similar) for the Beacon
town.
Theme 3 and 4 we found not very applicable to our situation.
Theme 5 we are in full support of any developments that will grow and make our clubs
stronger and more viable for future generations.
Deanne Morgan
Secretary
Bencubbin Hockey Club

Received: 20 August 2015
Hello Sally,
Please forgive me for putting in a second comment.
My research is telling me that your survey was based around asking the people that use the existing
proposals.The fundamental flaw in this plan is that everybody always want more than they can
afford.if you have to pay for something you will answer completely differently. An example would be
if you asked me what I wanted on my farm I would say that I want 2 x 60 ft DBS bars ,2 x 600 hp
Tractors , 2x 120 ft SP boomsprayers etc etc etc O and if you want to pay for it that would be
excellent. So I believe the whole premise of your survey is flawed.
I have learnt that the funding [federal ?] is on a dollar for dollar basis. Is there any in kind part to that
? it also means that WE only have to actually spend One million dollars to keep that money [ correct
?] So maybe WE could scale the project down to a two million dollar project.Perhaps we could do a
cost sharing exercise with the Bencubbin CRC of 50 %. $500K of shire money and $500k of
Bencubbin CRC. I believe that is a far more representative way to finance this project than what has
been proposed to date.
I certainly don”t believe that we as a shire should be getting into the business of being Hoteliers [
see the Ettamoogah pub @ Cunderdin]if obtaining a full licence is not part of this proposal than I
apologise.As for being a regional center be careful of that .My research tells me, anecdotally, that
the facility in Merredin has run at a loss in each of its five years of existence. The figure being
alledged is $500K x 5 years which as you would be aware is $2.5 mil. So to see the forward
projections in your proposal leaves me a little bewildered and quite frankly nervous for the future of
OUR shire.
So where have we got to ? The current $2.7 mil expansion of the comp;lex. COST . If you couldn’t
achieve a result with $2 mil I would be very surprised. It might not have all the bells and whistles but
it would be more than adequate.COST SHARING.50% gov’t money -25% Bencubbin CRC [perhaps
some of this could be in kind work eg clearing the old buildings,providing infill etc]- 25% shire.
Surely that could get the job done to the satisfaction of the community.
I have tried to be positive and offer up a possible solution to what is becoming an intractable
position. Remembering that your own survey is telling you that your facilities are adequate or
better.I would also like to add that I always thought that a budget was a “Living Document”’ that did
have flexibility that can have variances and amendments as each individual proposal came to shire.
Thankyou for your time.
Regards
John O’Neil
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Sport and Rec Draft Master Plan submission
Firstly I would like to commend the shire on initiating this process and using an
independent company to evaluate the shire’s sport and rec assets and create
this plan/guide for the future. I am writing this submission from a personal
point of view and as the secretary of the Bencubbin Golf Club.
The draft master plan makes for interesting reading, the idea of a hierarchal
grading of all current venues/assets into regional, district and local level
potential/uses gives much needed structure to the way the shire council and
community members view and subsequently allocate time, money and
potential expansion ideas to all venues/assets in the shire of Mt Marshall.
The contentious issue of adapting and extending the Bencubbin Rec centre to
create a regional quality sport and rec hub in Bencubbin is causing a surprising
range of emotions. Whether this is driven by jealousy, fear of change or a
perceived waste of money it shouldn’t affect the decision making process. The
money issue I see as being a tough one for people to get there head around,
when you start talking millions of dollars it is an easy out to start complaining,
it is an unfortunate reality of the state and times we live in that large six figure
sums are the norm. Personally as a member of the Bencubbin Primary School P
and C and a husband of a nurse I find it hard to understand state and federal
policy when it comes to prioritising tax payer funds, but this is not the forum
for that debate.
Compromise in the past has lead us to the current predicament and should be
avoided in the future at all costs, I see this plan set out by Treadwell as great
way for the shire to move forward and get things right the first time and
ensure the future of the sport and rec infrastructure for my kids and
generations to follow. The flow on effects for the shire will be hard to gauge
now but I believe implementing this Master Plan will greatly benefit all who
reside in the shire of Mt Marshall.
Developing the Bencubbin CRC into a regional level sport and rec hub
Personally I support this strategy, with the grant received and the indicative
pricing for the plans that have been outlined it should be a building and centre
that we as a shire can afford and be proud of. Anyone can look at a map and
see that Bencubbin is the place for the regional hub and if it is going to happen

it needs to be in Bencubbin, and if it is going to be done then it needs to be
done properly.
As a representative of the Bencubbin Golf Club I can say that the club is slightly
divided on the issue but the fear of change and the fear of the unknown can be
strong and at no stage in this plan can I see the golf club being adversely
affected.
The short to medium term strategy of maintaining the Bencubbin Sports Club
as our club house and looking at turning the unused bowling green as a golf
practise centre is viewed positively. In the medium to long term if it was seen
that the golf club and town would benefit from being moved and integrated
into the Mt Marshall rec centre hub the Golf Club would be open to the idea of
developing/changing the golf course with some conditions.
- The use of professional golf course planners to make the most of the
land available and to maintain and enhance the features which currently
make our golf course one of the more interesting courses in the district
ie: Hole number 15 with its views from the tee on top of the rock out
across the farmland and over town, which is the furthest part of the
course from the rec centre.
- The investigation of implementing synthetic turf greens for the golf
course which could be the future of golf, for a similar price tag as tennis
courts with little or no maintenance, the leaders in the field can be
found at www.supremegreens.com.au granted this is a long term pipe
dream, but with a high standard golf course with state of the art
technology Bencubbin could be seen as the place to be for golf and
enhance the regional sporting hub.
Identifying the best options for the Mt Marshall aquatic centre
The issue of the pool in the shire to me seems to be a simple one with only two
options. With the current pool well past its use by date in its appearance and
21st century safety standards and the proposal of building the regional hub at
the rec centre the options in my view are
- One build a new pool at the Bencubbin Recreation Centre
- Two don’t have a pool
While a pool is not a necessity, in our climate it is very much appreciated and I
think we would all benefit from a new pool at the rec centre. As stated before

compromise got us where we are now, the best time to do something was
twenty years ago the next best time is now.
I think this draft master plan is a massive step in the right direction for the
shire of Mt Marshall and is an impressive and mature approach to an age old
problem in our two town shire and one that will hold us in good stead for the
21st century.

Stuart Putt
Secretary Bencubbin Golf Club
0427862060
putty81@hotmail.com.au

Received: 20 August 2015

I wish to register that I agree with the majority of the Sports and Recreation Master Plan.
I believe that the Bencubbin Recreation and Sporting Hub is essential for the future development of
the Region. We can be the central area for sporting and recreational activities for the region.
Swimming Pool:
I agree that there needs to research into the possibility of a new suitable and sustainable aquatic centre
in Bencubbin. The upgrading and future running costs of the current facility is not cost
effective. Water is a precious commodity and we need to look for a better solution in Bencubbin.
I also agree that the Beacon Recreation Centre be maintained to a district standard.

Regards
Sharon Kett

Received: 20 August 2015

Hi Sally,
It has been great that there has been a review of our current sport and recreation facilities within
the shire. I am also pleased that the Shire of Mount Marshall has secured funding for the
redevelopment of the Bencubbin Recreation Centre. It was discussed in the report about the
benefits of this upgrade. It will not only be a huge benefit to the residents of Bencubbin, but will also
benefit residents in neighbouring towns and shires. It really needs to go ahead as the current visitors
change rooms are appalling and the kitchen/bar/activities room are unable to cater for large crowds,
such as home games vs Mukinbudin. The current toilet situation is unacceptable as the men's toilet
cannot be used easily whilst there are players in the change rooms. Even on the evening of the
community meeting, the activities room was not big enough. I am sure that there will be exciting
times ahead.
Regards,
Ben Sachse
Phone: (08) 9685 1257
Mobile: 0427 851 257
Address: 319 Sachse North South Road
Bencubbin WA 6477
Email: ben.sachse@bigpond.com

Received: 21 August 2015
Hi Sally,
Further to my email last night, I'd like to add another comment...in section 9.2 (Sport and Recreation
group meetings), I disagree with some of the points raised. One of the points raised by the
Welbungin Tennis Club was that 'the club does not support major developments, as there would be
an increase in rates and that the developments may not involve the entire community'. Whilst I
myself are not the committee, I don't remember this point been discussed at any club meetings.
From my point of view, I hope tennis can continue at Welbungin but the proposed improvements to
the Bencubbin Recreation Centre should go ahead.
Regards,
Ben Sachse
Phone: (08) 9685 1257
Mobile: 0427 851 257
Address: 319 Sachse North South Road
Bencubbin WA 6477
Email: ben.sachse@bigpond.com

Received: 20 August 2015

D.W. & J.S.Walker
319 Bencubbin/Kellerberrin Rd
Bencubbin 6477
Mt Marshall Shire,
Bencubbin is a small knit community which would benefit greatly by having a recreation centre where all sporting
facilities are in one location, in turn this would enable the people of Bencubbin to have just one central place for
everyone young and old to enjoy and appreciate country living. It would be a great place to participate in sport or
maybe to watch your children or grandchildren or just socialise. In this day and age everyone is more conscious
of their health and fitness and upgrading the sports complex would be a great benefit for young and old. We also
feel that it would be appealing to anyone that was thinking of moving to Bencubbin, it would be a great asset to
our community, it would be well used and just because we live in a small country town doesn't mean we have to
miss out on a great sporting complex that we can all be proud of and wanting to show it off to any visitors to our
great town of Bencubbin.
We would also like to thank and congratulate the Mt Marshall Shire Staff and Councillors on their achievement of
all the work that's being done and on receiving the funding to enable the sports complex improvements to go
ahead.

Yours sincerely,

Dave and Jane walker
j.s.walker@wn.com.au

Received: 20 August 2015

To Whom it may Concern,
We believe the Shire of Mount Marshall should concentrate future investment, outside of
maintaining roads, into tourism initiatives/accommodation and not into the Tredwell Sport and
Recreation Master Plan.
Our already small and declining population struggles to keep our winter sports program running
and only achieves this through importing paid players. Some teams in the Central Wheatbelt Winter
Sports league (who would be using the new facilities proposed in the Tredwell report) import over
half of their players and are finding it increasingly difficult to continue operating. Kalannie Hockey
Club withdrew from competition in 2014 and their Football and Netball sides are considering folding
after this current season concludes. It is not all doom and gloom for Central Wheatbelt Sport going
forward but we find it financially irresponsible for the Shire of Mount Marshall to be investing so
heavily in new sporting facilities when the existing facilities at Bencubbin are more than adequate
for the level of sporting activity in the district.
We are greatly concerned that the facilities proposed in the Tredwell report will be an ongoing
debt burden to the Shire of Mount Marshall. As rate payers we will be ultimately responsible for the
facilities annual operating costs and maintenance. These extra costs inflicted by the "build it and
they will come" philosophy will dry up funds for other projects in the future which may actually
provide benefit for the shire. We believe the improvement of accommodation, camping sites and
local attractions for tourism along with the promotion of the Mount Marshall Shire as tourist
destination would be a better focus for the shire than the expensive gamble that is the Tredwell
Sport and Recreation Master Plan.
Regards
Shane and Vanessa Munns

Received: 20 August 2015

Public submission from Beacon Country Club
First of all, by building this new facility, how much of an impact is there going to be on the out lying
towns social life by encouraging this "Regional Centre" and drawing people away from there own
community which will have an impact on survival of establishments that are the hub of our local
community.
If you are going to have a liquor licence in this building, how are you going to manage it? Will you
have a paid manager, and has this been budgeted for?, or are you going to run it along the
Mukinbudin sports complex? And if you are going to make it the central area for sport etc, how are
the other towns going to be compensated for loss of income at there home venue?
How are you going to run it? Is it going to be a shire owned asset or is it going to be a donation from
the shire to the community of Bencubbin? Who will be responsible for the maintenance costs of it?
If Bencubbin community managed/owned fair enough, Bencubbin community can provide
maintenance on it, if it's shire owned/ managed, well there are a few other publicly owned buildings
in this community of Beacon that are for the public that will be requiring maintenance costs as well.
We do not want all sports that have been highlighted in the tredwell report going to Benny as it is
going to have a massive impact on the financial impost on other organisations.
As highlighted in the report, all the good facilities and the lowest ranked facilities, surely you can fix
them up apart from visitors change rooms at Benny which should be condemned.
The Beacon Country Club is the major community hub of the community of Beacon, and yes we do
acknowledge the contributions by the shire in the past but it must not be forgotten that that
contribution was a big help, we have an aging building and are going to need financial help to
maintain what we have. We must forget this current "It's not shire owned, so we can't help"
attitude that seems to exist at the moment. If this is to persist then we question the viability of this
project.
We endorse what is written on page 28 of the report under Beacon Country Club/Bowls Club
summary in that a maintenance fund to keep necessary repairs for public safety as we all are in a
population decrease and we are doing our very best to keep costs to a minimum.
There seems to be a perception that the Country Club is not part of the Bowling Club, this is a false
statement, without the club, bowls will not have a home base. Without bowls the Club may need to
reduce hours during summer months, so we both need each other in order to survive.
Brett Clark
President
Beacon Country Club

Received: 20 August 2015
Hi Sally
Please allow me to commend the Shire on a well put together, researched and meaningful document
in the Sporting & Recreational Master Plan. I am supportive of the strategies and their ranking and
provide the following comments:
1

Continue to Develop Bencubbin Recreation Complex into a regional level
community sports and recreation hub
a. Will provide a valuable asset to the greater region.
b. Bencubbin, being geographically central to regional sporting competitions, is a logical
location for such a facility.
c. Potential for large scale events, providing economic benefit to the region.
d. I note there are recurring comments throughout the document describing low morale
due to declining population and lack of employment opportunities. Significant
investment in the region will go some way towards addressing these issues and
giving the community a sense of optimism about the future and I congratulate the
Shire on successfully securing $990,000 towards this project.
e. I don’t support the relocation of the Welbungin Tennis Club to Bencubbin on the basis
that it is against the club’s wishes, there is currently strong membership and although
aging, the facilities have a character and atmosphere that once lost can never be
regained.

2

Continue to maintain and enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district-level
community sports and recreation facility
a. Meets the wishes of the community.
b. Extension to the Men’s Shed supports an aging population.

3

Establish best value options for the future sustainable and equitable provision of
aquatic facilities across the Shire
a. Constructing a new 25 m pool would compare favourably against repairing/upgrading
the existing Bencubbin Pool.
b. Collocation of a new pool at the Recreation Ground negates the need to duplicate
ablutions.
c. Economic benefit of running and maintaining a smaller pool over the long term.
d. Water playground in Beacon is a fantastic idea and would provide immense social
benefit.

4

Establish the Shire of Mt Marshall as a noisy and hard-to-locate sports/activities
destination
a. Great idea to provide a point of difference from neighbouring Shires.
b. Potential economic benefit through tourism.

I support the remaining strategies for development over time.
All the best
Tanika McLennan

Received: 20 August 2015
Public submission from Beacon Bowling Club.
First of all this submission is from the Beacon Bowling Club and the Tredwell report references should
be the Beacon Bowling Club
By building this new facility, how much of an impact is there going to be on the out lying towns social
life by encouraging this "Regional Centre" and drawing people away from there own community which
will have an impact on survival of establishments that are the hub of our local community.
If you are going to have a liquor licence in this building, how are you going to manage it? Will you have
a paid manager, and has this been budgeted for?, or are you going to run it along the Mukinbudin
sports complex? And if you are going to make it the central area for sport etc, how are the other
towns going to be compensated for loss of income at there home venue?
How are you going to run it? Is it going to be a shire owned asset or is it going to be a donation from
the shire to the community of Bencubbin? Who will be responsible for the maintenance costs of it? If
Bencubbin community managed/owned fair enough, Bencubbin community can provide maintenance
on it, if it's shire owned/ managed, well there are a few other publicly owned buildings in this
community of Beacon that are for the public that will be requiring maintenance costs as well.
We do not want all sports that have been highlighted in the tredwell report going to Benny as it is
going to have a massive impact on the financial impost on other organisations.
As highlighted in the report, all the good facilities and the lowest ranked facilities, surely you can fix
them up apart from visitors change rooms at Benny which should be condemned.
The Beacon Country Club, which is also our home base, is the major community hub of the community
of Beacon, and yes we do acknowledge the contributions by the shire in the past but it must not be
forgotten that that contribution was a big help, we have an aging building and are going to need
financial help to maintain what we have. We must forget this current "It's not shire owned, so we can't
help" attitude that seems to exist at the moment. If this is to persist then we question the viability of
this project.
We endorse what is written on page 28 of the report under Beacon Country Club/Bowls Club summary
in that a maintenance fund to keep necessary repairs for public safety as we all are in a population
decrease and we are doing our very best to keep costs to a minimum.
There seems to be a perception that the Bowling Club is not part of the Country Club, this is a false
statement, without the club, bowls will not have a home base. Without bowls the Club may need to
reduce hours during summer months, so we both need each other in order to survive.
We are trying to get some upgrades done to our club house from a Bowling Club point of view, which
happens to be the Beacon Country Club, from unspent Grant money, from a under budget project that
was allocated to the Bowling Green Project but, it has been re-allocated to the Over-budgeted
Bencubbin Bowling Green Project, which we are very disappointed in. Small amount requested, large
sum re-allocated to Bencubbin.
Relocating was never ever and will never be on the cards so we are sure that a little bit of financial
assistance for maintenance and up keep will go a long way as we stayed were we have a home base.
Brett Clark
Secretary Beacon Bowling Club

20.08.2015

Sally Morgan
Community Development Officer
Shire of Mt Marshall
PO Box 20
Bencubbin WA 6477

Dear Sally
On behalf of the members of the Bencubbin Bowling Club I wish to support the Draft Sport
and Recreation Master Plan for the Shire of Mt Marshall.
Our club particularly supports the proposed upgrading of facilities at the Bencubbin Recreation
Centre as it will provide much needed amenities logistically situated near the new Bowling
Green. This will improve spectator viewing and comfort, the bar facilities and coolroom
storage. It will also allow more comfort for meals for participants of large events such as the
Pennant and League events. At present, meals are served in the mail hall which is not airconditioned and can become quire uncomfortably hot in the height of summer.
The relocation of the Bowling green has been an outstanding success. It has saved club
volunteers many hundreds of hours of work and has been exceedingly well received by other
clubs who play events in Bencubbin. We now do not lose League events to other venues as has
happened in the past. We now have a venue that meets the standard of all other clubs. It has
also attracted younger players who were formally unwilling to become members due to the
expected amount of volunteer time.

Yours sincerely
Brett Millar
President, Bencubbin Bowling Club

Received: 20 August 2015
To whom it may concern
As a rate payer and member of the Mount Marshall community I would like
to let it be known that I am not in favour of the proposed "multiplex" to be built in Bencubbin.
As the Treadwell report states that the population count is as of 2011, off the top of my head I can
think of several families that have left the Beacon town site in that time including :the managers of the
general store which are a family of 6, The managers of the country club a family of 5, the owner/
partner of a local business which is a family of 8, A young lady and her 2 children and an ex farmer
/contractor and his wife and 2 kids.
Now I'm no maths wiz but when the new shop manager is single , the new club manager is single, the
new partner in said business lives in another town in a different shire that gets me thinking that
Bencubbin must be the same as is every other small country town in WA.
The point being that there is no chance that in even 2 years time there will be the population in the
Mount Marshall shire to warrant spending that amount of money. Rate payers will be footing the bill
for a white elephant building for years to come.
Treadwell report uses Nungarins complex as an example of a great regional development ,are they
going to leave what they have spent their hard earned dollars on to come to Bencubbin for all their
sport?
Simple maths people.
James Grant.

Received: 20 August 2015

Hi Sally
In going though the sport and rec master plan it is really great that we have a plan to work with and
not drifting along as previously were. This is not just from the Bencubbin footy clubs point of view but
all angles have been looked at for sport and opportunities in our communities going forward.
The redevelopment of the Bencubbin complex I believe will be a great asset and ever a platform to be
able to attract region events even state events to our part of the world.
I think yourself and the shire need to be commended for the work on this and for being able to attract
the $990 000 of federal funding so far. The fact that federally they thing it is a good project is
testament to the hard work put in to this plan.
Some comment has been made re seven million dollar project but only one project is going ahead the
rest is a plan so we have something to refer to but not set in stone.
So thankyou for your work in getting this plan out there because as a rate payer I can now see my
rates being spent in a planned and professional manner.
Thankyou
Peter Waters
Sent from my iPad

Received: 20 August 2015

Hi Sally,
We would like to pledge our support for the Mt Marshall Sport and Recreation Master Plan.
We see sport and recreation as a vital ingredient in the ongoing functioning of rural
communities. We live in a neighbouring shire which has hardly any sport happening at all,
which is a bit sad as it has just been allowed to fall away to nothing, so this is a great
opportunity for Mt Marshall to set itself up for a very bright future.
We have three young family members working on and looking to take over our family farming
business in the coming years, they are heavily involved in participating in and running these
sports in Bencubbin and wish to continue doing so. Even though we are not ratepayers of the
shire we would be prepared to contribute in some way (eg. financially or in kind ) to help make
this plan come to fruition.
As we already spend a lot of time travelling large distances to various activities and amenities
out here this is a chance to have up to date sport and rec facilities in our own Central
Wheatbelt area. Hoping a favourable decision can be made.

Regards Greg and Lyn Yates

Received: 20 August 2015
Hi Sally,
Feedback for the sport and recreation plan is below.
Strategy 1
The development of the sports ground at Bencubbin is an amazing opportunity and something that
will benefit the whole Shire in years to come. Been central to surrounding wheatbelt towns in our
sporting leagues, it geographically makes sense and is somewhat behind its times as it has been
discussed for years. It's great to see it is coming to fruition, it will provide better sporting opportunities
for the next generation and the people in my age bracket.
Strategy 2
It is very important to maintain all facilities within the Shire as sport is the fabric of the wheatbelt.
As a club in our sporting league it is imperative that it is kept at a high standard as from a football
perspective bringing more and more people from Perth into our league they need to see out facilities
are looked after an kept to a high standard.
Strategy 3
I think out of all the projects the Pool is one of the most important things, if it comes to a time where
other sporting leagues close, our kids will always want to swim. I would be fully supportive of
whatever it takes to get to the bottom of the issues with the current pool, if this means relocating it
then so be it.
Strategy 4
As someone who doesn't use these facilities I don't have a strong opinion as I do for the other projects
but I can see how the upgrades would benefit the community if funding is available.
Strategy 5
Twenty years ago I would have loved the things proposed in this strategy, so I can only assume the
youngsters of today would as well. It adds a great facility for young families moving to our towns.
Strategy 6
As my handicap is going nowhere with my persistence of golf, I would be all for any kind of golfing
precinct and practice area. The bowling green is currently unused at the moment and this would be a
easy an unique area for not just golfers, but juniors an family and friends to come an enjoy the
frustrations of golf.
Strategy 7
Probably unreasonable but a game changer if it can get off the ground and is feasible.
Strategy 8
Not really an interest of mine but if it will attract out of town attention or could be used for events is
worth investigating.
Thank you
Michael Putt

Thursday, 20 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
We are writing to you to express our concern at the building of the proposed Mt
Marshall Multiplex and the Tredwell Report that was recently undertaken.
We feel that the building of the Mt Marshall multiplex is a waste of shire funds
and will cost the rate payers a lot of money over the years. We believe that this
facility will eventually become a white elephant. We are all for the shire building
new facilities in each town situated in the shire. We believe however that the
proposed facility is an overkill. We feel the best way to spend shire funds is to
maintain current facilities in each community, facilities which we believe and
other survey respondents believe are adequate for the current and future
amount of sports and recreation that will be undertaken in the shire. We also
think that such a facility will not be utilised to its full potential in such isolated
communities and communities which are aging and declining.
The Shire of Mt Marshall is not big enough to support a regional type hub Rec
centre, especially as regional type rec centres already exist in neighbouring local
governments in Merredin and Northam. Local government areas which have the
population to support such facilities but yet struggle to make ends meet.
It is also our concern that the running of such a facility will cost the shire more
money, we believe these costs will be passed onto the rate payers. We struggle
to see how such a facility will make the shire money and in turn the shire will
have to provide funds from other areas in order to maintain a very large facility
that we believe will be rarely used. A smaller facility could fill the void needed in
Bencubbin and not cost the rate payers large amounts of money over many
years. It also our belief that the submission to the funding facility was over
exaggerated in terms of providing 5 full time staff members. The number of
sporting events in the wheatbelt and population of the Mt Marshall shire do not
support this assumption.

Transparency throughout this process has been very poor. From our
understanding the original figure of the building is not the only costs involved in
the process. From what we understand it is going to cost at least double the
original $2.7 million dollars to finish the entire Mt Marshall multiplex which was

proposed at the time of the Tredwell report. Cost that the rate payers and public
have not had an opportunity to comment on.
We feel that shire funds could be better spent on a number of other projects to
improve the lives of rate payers. If I was to be selfish, one project is the Beacon
mobile phone tower. It is our understanding that funding has been received to
build a mobile tower in the town of Beacon. If this is the case then we believe
this tower will not improve mobile coverage on our farming property. But
alternative placements options (which we believe will improve our mobile
coverage) have been put forward to the shire but have been knocked back due
to costings. I can understand why this is so but I am frustrated because reliable
mobile service is very advantageous when running a farming operation and
unreliable mobile service (which we currently have and unless the tower is
placed in the correct area will continue to have) can be stressful, frustrating and
costly to business owners and managers. If the same rate increase to improve
mobile service was proposed to rate payers that are not gaining any benefit
then we feel that they would be as upset about this project as we are about the
building of the MT Marshall Multiplex.
We hope the above concerns can be taken into consideration before any major
decisions are made on the proposed Mt Marshall Multiplex.

Regards,
Joel and Aoife Lancaster

Received: 21 August 2015

Hi Sally,
I grew up in Bencubbin and have played football in the town for the past 7 years. I also visit
when I can. Having a draft plan like this makes a lot of sense. For all concerned a professional
plan like this draft is really important with planning for the future. I think the town and
surrounding communities would have a huge benefit from the works proposed at the
Bencubbin Recreation Centre. I was really happy to hear about the successful funding
application for this and that it's going ahead. The current facilities in my opinion really needed
an up-grade. The visitors change rooms are very run down, as well as the kitchen and bar
areas. The winter sporting fixture is what keeps the community going, as it is a very social
thing as well which is what makes it as good as what it is. If this was taken away from the
community, it wouldn’t be good for the town and community.
I also think that Bencubbin is a very important town/ location for the sporting leagues, as it is
very central. I think the location would be ideal to have great facilities available for not just
the Bencubbin community, but the surrounding ones also.
Kind Regards,
Adam Sachse
PO Box 914
COTTESLOE WA 6911

Fax: 08 9286 1204
Mobile: 0427 140 892

I cannot accept the recommendations of the Tredwell report. It is focussed on only one aspect of the
shire and has not considered the bigger picture. I believe it is built on false assumptions. There has
been very little consultation for a project of this size. Some ratepayers were not even aware of the
project two weeks ago. There is no thought as to the effects such a commitment will have on the
ratepayers or future needs of our shire. I think this needs to be discussed with all ratepayers before
any further commitment is entered into. I do wonder if neighbouring shires have been consulted on
this hub. People will not come to a building just because it is there.
I am aware that the concept of regional sports facilities has not worked in Merredin or Narrogin.
Narrogin is used very regularly but the facility is costing the Narrogin shire dearly and they have been
unsuccessful in getting additional funding from surrounding shires which use the facility.
Mt Marshall Shire needs two towns. The message from the current shire council is that the shire can’t
afford to support both Beacon and Bencubbin. Mt Marshall is one of a handful of wheat belt shires
where the population lives up to 100km from the Shire offices they all have satellite towns. Beacon
has been told not to expect any funding for “private” facilities. Facilities that are owned by the
community and were developed by the community because the shire would not provide them.
Facilities which the shire has subsequently provided in Bencubbin. To say this is a town vs town thing
is showing a lack of understanding of what is occurring. All residents deserve to have a fair go when it
comes to spending shire money and again I state we need to do all we can to ensure the survival of
both towns.
As a resident and ratepayer of the Mt Marshall shire for 50+ years I would like to express my concern
at the proposed funding, (and I believe an even bigger maintenance problem in the future) of a new
sporting facility in Bencubbin. We are not building sporting facilities for our grandchildren we are
making it very difficult for them to do the things that may be needed in their lives. A time when the
existence of sporting teams is very much in question. I have lived north of Scotsman road all my life
and have seen the population of the area fall to about 10% of the 1970 figure. Today there are nine
couples living north of Scotsman road. There is one child, not yet 2y.o. Five of the couples are over 70
years old. Only one is under 50. Three of the couples are semi-retired and spend a considerable
amount of time off their farms.
A big majority of the people moved on because they were too isolated, not from the city or a major
regional centre but from the local town. Driving 40 km to get to a shop, school, sporting event or other
social activities becomes too much. If Beacon can no longer provide facilities the Scotsman road
scenario would extend 25 km further south and others would go to bigger towns for their shopping
etc..
Some people who help farm the area, workers and children, come from Beacon or homes closer to
town. They travel 20- 50 km now. These people will not travel 50 to 100km every day for work. A large
portion of land in the north of the shire is controlled by absentee owners who either lease the land or
are here for 4 months of the year to grow a crop. If land values were at levels of ten years ago I
estimate between 60,000 and 150,000 Ha would be sold. These people contribute nothing but rates to
the Mt Marshall area. The CEO has already stated in an open letter that the valuations decreased in
the Shire last year. The scenario will be much worse if facilities are not maintained in Beacon. They
can’t sell at the current price because no-one is buying. This land will eventually be sold but at greatly
reduced values. Which could have a snowball effect as equity in the area is eroded. The lack of mobile
phone service is a large impediment to any prospective buyers. I am aware of at least two families
who would spend more time on their farms but are deterred by the lack of phone service. One family
currently farm 3000 Ha, 1500 of which is leased. They have told me that if there is no service by the
time the lease runs out they will sell and take a smaller holding in a less isolated area. This and other
issues need consideration. The capital tied up in a “sporting hub” and ongoing maintenance will
condemn the north of the shire to “outback” status forever.

The point I am making is we need to maintain both towns as any further devaluation of land will be
detrimental to our shire and mean less people will be paying much more than estimated in this report.
The shire have already spent large sums of money on sporting facilities in recent times. The capital
tied up will not allow for any other projects which may be necessary. The timing is puzzling given the
amount of debt the farmers in the shire are facing. All this in a town which asked not to host local
sporting finals because they did not have the population to do it and whose current facilities are
better than the majority of the central wheat belt league.
Max & Joanne Lancaster

Received: 21 August 2015

TA & D Boyne & Sons
ABN 98 690 638 903
Cornish Road, PO Box 76
KOORDA WA 6475
Phone/Fax (08) 9682 1012
Mobile 0428 821 013 or 0427 841 296

Dear Sally,
We are concerned with the proposal of the new building in Bencubbin and the excessive
expenditure.
There has been no communication with us as rate payers of this proposal.
Whilst there may be a need for some upgrades we feel that this proposal is excessive as it is not
a very financial time for a lot of farmers and rate payers in general, we feel a rate increase is
not justifiable at the present time.
Consideration needs to be given to the declining numbers of people in the Shire and
surrounding Shires.
Regards,

Fran Boyne
21st August, 2015

Received: 21 August 2015

Response from Beacon Community Recreation Council to the
"Tredwell Sport and Recreation Master Plan"
 We value our sporting facility and recognise the importance of
maintenance and support to keep our sport alive in our towns. The
existence of a healthy sports competition goes further than the actual
sport. The health, spirit and sense of community are enhanced by our
individual sporting teams and this has been demonstrated in the plan's
findings.
 Hierarchal system is a concern for all other facilities when finances are
tight, as is likely to be the case for the next 20 years.
 Don't agree with renaming the Bencubbin Complex - loss of identity for
both towns.
 Bencubbin Complex will never be a sport and recreation hub - only a
district one: just talk to anyone from the neighbouring towns to know
that.
 Re- occurring themes: decline in population, age demographic of rural
areas - we need to be addressing aging demographic while maintaining
current facilities.
 Ideas around recreation in the Mt Marshall Reserves/ Off-road events
may have a future fit if it can show to be a net benefit.
 The cost of sports hub idea is just way too expensive for our population to
service in light of total budget requirements - will mean big rate rises.
There will be no ability to support other activities.
 A full cost / benefit financial analysis needs to be developed with plans for
the future and not a "I think it's a good idea, let's do it regardless of the
long term financial implications."
Chris Kirby
President
Beacon Community Recreation Council

Received: 21 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
I wish to express my interest in the Mt Marshall Sport & Recreation Master Plan. I
have lived in the Shire of Mt Marshall all my life and achieved my apprentership as a
vehicle body repairer in Bencubbin. The master plan would be a wonderful asset to
the community as it is central to all surrounding towns and once completed I feel
would be used enormously to meet for association meetings, sports events and
seminars. The playing surfaces such as the bowling green and the proposed turf for
the hockey oval would be a great attraction for more competitive competitions.
I still reside in Bencubbin and have a young family. I look forward to this project taking
shape in the future.

Ryan Gobbart

Received: 21 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
I wish to place my submission to the Shire in favour of the Sport & Recreation Master
Plan. My name is Nola Lock and I am 85years of age and would probably not see the
completion of this project but feel it would be a great asset to the community.
Bencubbin is a central location for surrounding towns and my children and
grandchildren play football, bowls and hockey at the complex. I myself play lawn
bowls and am impressed with the new synthetic bowling green which was constructed
last year. Having these sporting facilities in the one place makes sense as they will be
utilised a lot more.
I look forward to seeing the start of this master plan take shape in the near future.

Nola Lock
Resident
Bencubbin

Received: 21 August 2015
Hi Sally
Please accept this submission on behalf of the School Council of Bencubbin Primary School
On behalf of the Bencubbin Primary School Council Committee I would like to congratulate the Mt
Marshall Shire Council on the fantastic proposal they have put forward in relation to the Sporting
and Recreation Master Plan for the Mt Marshall Shire.
The research Tredwell Management have done in order to compose such a detailed report has
highlighted specific and long term needs for our Shire and the facilities required to move forward
in the future and provide our region with the highest standard of facilities available to us with the
vision of providing facilities which will be extremely useful for the many small schools in our region.
The location of Bencubbin is central to the schools we participate in sporting activities with and
with the proposed upgrades we will be able to offer a wide range of sporting activities for all
schools to participate in and encourage interschool relations for our students and staff.
Please see our views on the below strategies
Strategy 1 : Continue to develop Bencubbin Recreation Complex into a regional level community
sports and recreation hub





The School Council has unwavering support for the development of this facility to a
regional level hub as we are very well located to provide access to not only our shire but
surrounding shires. Being 100km from Merredin puts us at a perfect distance for future
inter regional events with other participating towns.
Having such a high standard of sporting facilities will encourage and attract residents to
be retained and to relocate to our area. This will have a flow on effect for the schools in our
shire.
With the annual Winter Sports Day and Blast Cup events being held in Bencubbin each
year the upgrading of the facilities will enable our students play on good quality surfaces.
These events are also supported by 6 other surrounding schools.

Strategy 2 : Continue to maintain and enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district level
community sports and recreation facility

As there are still school sporting events held in Beacon it is essential that these facilities be
maintained to a district level in order for us to have access to them

Strategy 3 : identify best value options for the future sustainable and equitable provision of aquatic
facilities for the shire

In a climate such as we have in Australia learning to swim is absolutely essential as so much
of our summer lifestyle is based around water activities. It is imperative that children are taught to
swim as part of the national curriculum therefore access to swimming facility is essential.


As the current facility is reaching the end of its natural life the relocation of the pool to
the regional sporting hub makes good sense. With the cost of running a 50m pool being so
high we endorse the building of a new 25m pool, paddle pool and wading pool.

Strategy 4 : Establish the Mt Marshall Shire as a noisy and hard-to-locate sports/activities
destination


The WORRA off road rally regularly donate to our school which helps to provide
equipment for our students so we would encourage facilities to be developed to support
the continuation of this event

Strategy 5 : Investigate and develop youth precincts in both Beacon and Bencubbin

Active children have active minds and we encourage any facilities for youth recreation and
interaction for the ages of 4 to 12.

Strategy 6 : Investigate and develop the concept of a Golf Precinct in Bencubbin

We consider this to be a positive outcome as it would give students access to learning the
basics of a sport which currently they do not have access to

Strategy 7 : Undertake a feasibility study to identify opportunities for the development of water
based activities and associated infrastructure at Mt Marshall reservoir


This falls outside the realm of school activities however we encourage the Shire to
investigate options for this facility

Strategy 8 : Support and enhance the provision of shared use trails and trail based experiences
throughout the Shire of Mt Marshall


Outdoor education is an important part of understanding life and we endorse any
development in this area

Strategy 9 : Continue to support sport and recreation clubs and groups with upgrades and
enhancements to existing sport and recreation facilities
Strategy 10 : Continue to support sport and recreation clubs and groups through the provision and
development of Sport and Recreation based services and programs


With the continuation and development of sporting clubs and facilities in our Shire we
retain and provide skills to our volunteer members who assist in teaching students skills in
the various sports. We endorse and encourage any develpomnet which will assist in
students learning these skills.

We thank the Shire of Mt Marshall and the Councillors for their positive and proactive vision for the
future of our Shire and the bigger region in securing the future and growth for our communities
Kind regards
Tryphena Gillett
Chairperson
Bencubbin School Council

Tracy & Jon Tranter
P O Box 76
Bencubbin WA 6477

18th August 2015
Dear Mt Marshall Councillors,
On behalf of our family I’d like to congratulate the Shire of Mt Marshall for being successful in
obtaining a $990,000.00 grant for the upgrade of our sporting facility in Bencubbin. We agree that
our town is in a fantastic position to accommodate and host any number of different functions,
meetings and future projects due to our centralised location in our area.
I would also like to make mention of the current (draft) Sporting and Recreation Master Plan. We
have read the report and feel that it is very thorough. It covers the needs arising in all our
communities within our Shire. We are in full support of all the plans within the Tredwell Report and
would like to mention a couple of things that we find very important to our communities.
1: Develop the concept of Youth Practices in both Bencubbin and Beacon.
We think this is fantastic as there has been a lack of this in Bencubbin (I am not commenting on
Beacon as I don’t live there but if its needed we support it). Although the skate ramp is in
Bencubbin now, we’d like to see more for the children to do/access. Which is why we think this
part of the report is a great idea & we’re in full support of this.
2: The promotion of our Walking Trails in both towns.
Absolutely! If we can keep promoting our communities by way of our Heritage Trails as well as our
other attractions then it will keep our towns on the map and in the forefront of the minds of visitors
and travellers.
3: Aquatic Facility Relocate/Upgrade existing.
We see the Mt Marshall Swimming Pool as an absolute essential part of our community. We are in
full support of the pool being relocated to the Recreation Complex in the future but it is imperative
we maintain a swimming pool in Bencubbin. Once again, we are central to 4 towns and 5 in our
DISA competitions; if we didn’t have a swimming pool in Bencubbin it would be disastrous.
While I have only mentioned a few things within the Tredwell Report we are very impressed with it
as a whole and are excited for the future of our Shire.
We’d also like to applaud the C.E.O Dirk Sellenger and the Shire Councillors for their
professionalism when trying to ensure all our towns within our Shire are being developed & moving
forward. It is a credit to our Shire that we see progress happening everywhere.
Thank you for taking the time to address my letter.
Kind regards
Tracy Tranter

Received: 21 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
Our family are fourth generation farmers in the Shire of Mt Marshall. Terry has lived
here all his life and our children live and work in the town of Bencubbin. The prospect
of the Sport & Recreation Master Plan is an exciting venture. The playing surfaces will
increase competitiveness and will entice other sports into the community. Even
though a 50m pool is servicing the community I realise the costs associated with
maintaining it. The prospect of having the 25m pool at the recreation ground would
make sense to be re located. We are a sporting family and I would like my family to
continue to reside in Bencubbin and I feel this project would be a great attraction to
keep them in the town.

Leeanne and Terry Gobbart
Gabbin farming family

Received: 21 August 2015

To Whom It May Concern,
The Sport & Recreation Master Plan looks amazing. My family farm in Mt Marshall and I am currently
in Perth finishing my apprentership. I am hoping I will be able to move back into the district in the near
future and the prospect of the future improvements to the complex is very attractive. I play hockey for
the town of Bencubbin and travel home on weekends to play and see family. Having all the sporting
facilities altogether will be of great benefit to the community and hopefully will attract more
population into the area.
Johnine Gobbart

Received: 21 August 2015
The key themes of the Master plan will greatly benefit The Shire of Mt Marshall. Especially
developing Community Sporting Hubs. Developing the Bencubbin Recreation Complex to a regional
level community sports and recreation hub will benefit the whole of Mt Marshall now and in the
future. With a regional level sporting hub this will bring us on par with many complexes in the city,
and around the state. This will bring many opportunities to the Shire and the area in general. With
Bencubbin being in the middle of surrounding towns, it provides a central location for events that
may come as a result of a Regional Level sport and recreation hub.
The shire needs an aquatic centre and it makes sense that the better place for it would be in the
same area that’ll bring more traffic into the centre.
The shire would greatly benefit from a youth precincts, with the upcoming younger generation
becoming more prominent on the shire, there is not much for them to do, and combining this
Strategy 1, 2, 3 and 5 will once again be more beneficial as it will bring the most traffic.
I am in full support of all actions included in Strategy 1.
Action 1.3 is incredibly important to enhance Bencubbin’s sporting facilities, thus enhancing the
viability of Bencubbin’s and Mt Marshalls future.
Strategy 2. Full Support for these actions.
Strategy 3.
I think a 25m pool is perfectly adequate for the Shire of Mt Marshall. Locating the Aquatic centre in
the same area as the sporting hub would be most beneficial to the centre and to the town.
A ‘splash pad’ would be more viable in the location that has the most younger generation.
Strategy 4
Rifle/gun clubs are an asset to towns and are agreat social outlet for males and older generarions.
Strategy 5
As noted above
Strategy 6 – No opinion
Strategy 7 –no opinion
Strategy 8
The walk trail is a great asset to Bencubbin however, it is not well known. The trail could also be
maintained a bit better.
Strategy 9
In full support of action 9.3
Strategy 10
In full support of all actions

Cheers
Jessica Matthews

Received: 21 August 2015

Hi Sally
Please accept this submission on the Sporting and Recreation Master Plan on behalf of
each member of our Family
Nick, Tryphena, Tahlia, Savannah, Kaden and Makenzie Gillett
The Gillett family would like to congratulate the Mt.Marshall Shire and its Councillors in
conjunction with Tredwell Management on the proposed forward planning for sporting
and recreation facilities within our shire.
The planning document gives a clear vision for our Shire to become a regional hub and
highlights the fact that Bencubbin is a perfect location for this hub to be built.
As we all know the structure of our towns has changed from the last time major facilities
were built in our towns. When the facilities were last build there was still the capacity in
towns for inter town sporting competition but with declining populations in these towns
we are now focusing on inter regional sporting competition heading into the future.
It is therefore not practical or economical to build equal facilities in both Beacon and
Bencubbin.
The geographical location of Bencubbin is ideal for this hub to be created as it is central
to the towns of Beacon, Mukinbudin, Koorda and Trayning. It is also 100km from the
nearest hub of Merredin placing at an ideal distance for inter regional competition.
Please see our views on the below strategies
Strategy 1 : Continue to develop Bencubbin Recreation Complex into a regional level
community sports and recreation hub






Having such a high standard of sporting facilities will encourage and attract
residents to be retained and to relocate to our area. This will have a flow on effect
for the schools in our shire.
With the installation of a multi use turf for such sports as hockey and tennis along
with the relocation of the aquatic centre to one location it will enable children to
swim at the pool in the afternoon on hot days then join their family for tennis in
the evening. It will also allow parents and children to retreat to the pool for a dip
and cool off on hot days when tennis is being played.
Having the gym and pool in the same facility will also enable participants to have a
multi level workout utilizing more than one facility.
All current recreation facilities are in need of upgrading and have passed their
used by date.

Strategy 2 : Continue to maintain and enhance Beacon Recreation Complex as a district
level community sports and recreation facility



As there are still many functioning sporting teams in both Beacon and Bencubbin
it is important to maintain the facilities in Beacon to a standard that is acceptable
to enable competition to continue

Strategy 3 : identify best value options for the future sustainable and equitable provision
of aquatic facilities for the shire





As a current Aquatic Manager I would like to see the aquatic facility relocated to
the new sporting hub. This would allow for a more specialized facility to be built
to accommodate all ages in our community.
The current facility does not meet acceptable workplace conditions
As an Aquatic Manager I have many ideas for an effective facility and would like to
be included in the consultation process when the new facility is being planned.

Strategy 4 : Establish the Mt Marshall Shire as a noisy and hard-to-locate sports/activities
destination




The WORRA event hosted by Bencubbin is a fantastic event for our shire to be
part of. We would love to see this event continue to be hosted every year and
endorse the building of facilities to accommodate this event.
The Go Cart Club also has a strong following and the improvement of facilities will
also attract bigger events to be hosted for this sport.

Strategy 5 : Investigate and develop youth precincts in both Beacon and Bencubbin


It is important to encourage our youth to keep active and provide stimulation for
them. As many children have parents who are at work during the school holidays
its important to have a place where they can interact safely and that reduces
boredom.

Strategy 6 : Investigate and develop the concept of a Golf Precinct in Bencubbin


If it is not possible to move the golf club to the new hub then the idea of turning
the unused bowling green into a golf driving range is a great idea and would allow
better access for those who wish to pracise their golfing skills.

Strategy 7 : Undertake a feasibility study to identify opportunities for the development of
water based activities and associated infrastructure at Mt Marshall reservoir


We encourage any investigation into the development of water based activities.
Our summer temperatures provide the perfect environment for this kind of
recreation.

Strategy 8 : Support and enhance the provision of shared use trails and trail based
experiences throughout the Shire of Mt Marshall



With the promotion of our towns thru Wheatbelt Way the more trails we have
available and maintained for the travelling population the better. If we can
encourage them to stay in our towns for a few days our businesses with greatly
benefit from this upgrade.

Strategy 9 : Continue to support sport and recreation clubs and groups with upgrades
and enhancements to existing sport and recreation facilities
Strategy 10 : Continue to support sport and recreation clubs and groups through the
provision and development of Sport and Recreation based services and programs


With the continuation and development of sporting clubs and facilities in our
Shire we retain and provide skills to our volunteer members who assist in teaching
the children of the future skills in the various sports. We endorse and encourage
any development which will assist in children learning these skills.

Our family once again thank the Shire, in particular Dirk Sellenger and Sally Morgan, and
its Councillors for the many hours of work they have put into creating this document.
Having leaders who are proactive and positive in their decision making for the security
and future of our Shire and communities puts us in good stead going forward in the
future.

Regards
Tryphena Gillett

Received: 21 August 2015

Mt Marshall Shire,
As an adopted resident of the Bencubbin community I would like to express my support
towards the particulars of the upgrade to the Bencubbin Recreation complex. I have
been playing Football in the town now for 5years and was honoured to be club captain
this year. Whilst the current facilities accommodate our basic needs, there is some
definite room for improvement. In our home change rooms, there is only one toilet
facility of which does not have great access for any disabled patron. And with the away
change room, well that whole building needs to be replaced. Although we joke about
the opposing team having to use dilapidated facilities, it is not safe and we do not wish
harm on anyone (we do laugh when they have cold showers though).
The function area of the facility is also quite small and does not accommodate for many
visitors. Us Perth imports love to bring our family and friends to the club and do find it
awkward when there is not enough room to sit and eat dinner in an adequate
environment. The bar itself could be better located also so that patrons my use the
facility and observe the games being played on the oval. I know that some of these
requests may seem somewhat minor in the big scheme of things but they all stem from a
place of wanting to offer greater support to the winter sports that are played in
Bencubbin. With being able to attract and retain a better standard of players to the
club, the whole community benefits which is the main thing.
I appreciate you taking the time to read these comments and please feel free to
contact me on any of my details below.

Kind Regards,
Joshua De Buelle

Submission Regarding Tredwell Report For Shire Of Mt Marshall
Sport & Recreation Master Plan

21st August 2015

Dear sir/madam,
As rate payers in the Mt Marshall Shire, we would like to express our disappointment in not being
notified of the shires intention to construct a multipurpose complex in Bencubbin. We were also not
given the opportunity to participate in the survey conducted in relation to this complex. We feel
that as rate payers we should be consulted in regard to these types of decisions, that affect the
whole community.

Regards
Bradley & Roma Whyte

Received: 21 August 2015

Dear Sally,
On behalf of Bencubbin Dance Group I would like to offer the following feedback.
As President of Bencubbin Dance Club I think it is important that we plan for a range of potential
uses for a new facility.
I do see in Strategy 1 that the old activities room will be converted into a gym. Although I see this as
an important change, I do think an amendment should be made, that we look at creating an
activities area somewhere else in new plans. The multipurpose aspect of there being an activities
room in our existing building makes our building very versatile. Should we lose that activities room,
our breadth of recreational activities that include sport and other leisure activities all of a sudden
diminishes. I think it would be wise to revise this strategy and place importance on an activities
space.
I see potential for an activities space not only for dance but for business meetings, craft and art
purposes, children crèche facilities to name a few.
Thanks, Sharnee Beard

Received: 21 August 2015

Dear Sally,
I would like to offer the following brief feedback about the Shire of Mt Marshall
sporting Recreation Master Plan from the perspective of owning a catering
business. In regards to Strategy 1: Continue to develop Bencubbin Recreation
Complex into a regional level community sports and recreation hub, point 1.3
mentions a new kitchen, function are and bar area.
It is good to see and it is imperative that kitchen/bar/function room design be
based on good planning and consultation with local community groups such as
the ladies auxiliary, as well as other local caterers to ensure the areas are
functional and meet requirements for potentially large catering jobs. We do not
want to make the mistake that a few of the kitchens I have worked in over our
regions have made. I would be happy to submit a list or liaise with council
when refining particularly kitchen plans.
I also have other ideas with regard to the functionality of a new function space
and ideas to make it multipurpose that I would like to offer when the time
comes.
Kind regards, Sharnee Beard

Received: 21 August 2015
Hi Sally,
The draft plan prepared by Tredwell Management Services is a very comprehensive document and I
think the Mt Marshall Shire, Tredwell and all those local sporting and recreational bodies plus local
people who have been involved should be congratulated. Having an outside independent group like
Tredwell was important. Obviously there are lots of different interests within the Shire and this
process brings things together in an orderly manner for planning purposes. I think the methodology,
analysis, and inventory provided good background. The consultation process which allowed the
vision and strategies to be identified with the action and implementation plan seemed logical and
proper. I believe we need good planning to ensure our facilities and needs are kept updated and this
plan provides that.
As a ratepayer I would also like to comment on one aspect of the plan relating to the Bencubbin
Recreation Centre. I have always been supportive of upgrading and improving this facility. We need
to look forward and provide facilities for our community. There are some major deficiencies that
need to be rectified. The Mount Marshall Shire Council had also identified previously that the Centre
was in need of a serious upgrade. The proposed plan by the Bencubbin CRC has been in the planning
stage for some time. This draft plan prepared by Tredwell has also given support for the proposal.
We were very pleased to hear that significant funding ($990,00 exc GST) had been granted. I
understand there were only 10 similar grants nationwide. Those responsible for the successful grant
application have indeed done a great job. This really means that the upgrade can now proceed. It
has however been very disappointing that some of our community particularly to the North of the
Shire have not been supportive and have spoken against this significant grant and the upgrade. As a
joint community we are so much stronger if we are united. I hope this divisiveness doesn’t affect
future government funding.
At another level I was disappointed to read that the Welbungin Tennis Club in one dot point did not
support the major developments (i.e. pool upgrade and rec centre upgrade) supposably because it
would lead to increased council rates. I am a member of the Welbungin Tennis Club but not a
committee member. I don’t remember this being discussed at all so whether this was discussed at a
general meeting or just at committee level I’m unsure. I suspect the latter. It certainly was never
discussed at one of meetings we have from time to time at tennis. Anyway I believe this is very short
sighted and I intend asking about this at the next general meeting. A decision on the future tennis
courts has not yet been made and comments that the current court surface may have another 3 – 5
years life seem correct. Whether they saw the improvements as a threat to the future of the tennis
club there or not I’m not sure. Certainly it’s a very successful club and I really enjoy playing tennis
there as well as the social barbeques. However their non-support of the improvements at Bencubbin
which don’t really affect tennis seem very illogical. Their comment that it would not benefit the
entire community is also wrong in that there will always be people that don’t use the available
facilities. For example, I am not a member of the Bencubbin Rifle Club or the Bowling club and I
don’t play golf either. But I do support them and are happy for council to continue their support. I
am very happy to pay through council rates for this. It is for the benefit of the community as a
whole. Of course it’s good if grants are to be accessed but often the community will still need to
contribute as well. I have to say that sometimes things are looked at too much at an individual town,
club or personal level, rather than the bigger picture. This then means things get very secular and it’s
very difficult to get things to happen if this is the case.

The budgeting process involving the 20 year loan at a very low interest rate of 4.47% fixed (includes
the 0.7% Guarantee) has been sound and the timing couldn’t really be better. I have calculated the
extra rates payable and I believe that it is very manageable and reasonable. Many benefits will flow
on from this expenditure. It will encourage our youth to stay on in the community and will make for
better situation all round. I myself love country life and with this investment and with the generous
help of Government we’ll have a good facility in the years ahead.
Yours faithfully,

Tony Sachse

Sachse Farming
PO Box 30
Bencubbin WA 6477
Phone 08 96851257 or 0429 851257
Fax 08 96851361
Email amsachse@bigpond.com

Sport & Recreation Master Plan Draft Submission.

Dear Sir,
We are writing to you to express our concerns over the “Regional Sporting Complex” you are
planning to build in Bencubbin, at the expense of the Mount Marshall rate payers, many (if not
most) of which do not support such an outrageous expenditure to service what is much less than
500 people.
It concerns us that during this entire process the Shire of Mount Marshall has continuously chosen to
ignore the people and this is evident In the findings of the Tredwell Report where they state “75% of
the Shire population believe there are enough sporting facilities in the Shire" two thirds believe
there are enough recreation facilities.
The fact that the Shire is pushing for this project to become a “regional facility” is of very high
concern. Our sporting competition is under threat of folding on a regular basis due to low numbers
and the cost of travel. With the concept the Shire has of pushing all towns to compete in the one
location at Bencubbin will mean many families will have to give up on sport all together. The cost of
travel mixed with putting money into a town which benefits their family in no way, shape or form
will mean a significant drop in numbers. With Bencubbin becoming a “Regional Facility” this will
mean the maintenance of sporting complexes in surrounding towns will come under threat. It will
also significantly affect surrounding town’s eligibility for grants to fund more modest projects at
their sporting complex.
The fact that Merredin is considered a regional facility and has a population of approx. 3500 and
struggle to find volunteers, struggle to maintain the facility and operate at a loss is something the
Shire of MM should have researched before coming up with this fanciful notion of building their very
own “Regional Facility” resulting in a cost of 6.25-7million dollars. Who is going to be responsible for
paying for the maintenance of this facility? How long will the community continue to volunteer for?
The survey that was put out was poorly conducted and did not consider reaching all the rate payers.
Also, the census information provided was well outdated and as you will be very aware, numbers
have declined significantly since the 2011 information was gathered.Considering the rate payers are
the ones who will be funding the majority of the project I think it is only fair and reasonable that our
opinion is of high regard and importance. The fact that throughout the period of the survey the
online version was having its troubles and there were very few hard copies provided to northern
residents means the survey could not be completed effectively.
We are disappointed as rate payers and members of several sporting clubs within Beacon that at no
point were our clubs consulted by the Shire to put forward our opinions or our “lotto dream” ideas
for our clubs regardless of how outrageous. If all areas of the shire are responsible for funding this
project, why were we not all consulted throughout this process?
It seems for a long period of time rate payers and residents have been misled by Shire and its
councillors to the full cost of this project. It would be great that as rate payers we could have some
clarification as to the actual cost the rate payers will bare once the 7million dollar project is
complete.

Having a sense of community is what our town prides itself on, this is hinged greatly around our
community getting together for sporting events. We do not have great expectations from the Shire
to run our sports, but just to help out where required and respect our efforts as a community to
keep these small towns together and successful. We urge you to reconsider this plan and investigate
the feasibility of this 7million dollar project before moving forward any further and maybe consider a
more affordable, maintainable and modest upgrade to what is already a fantastic district level
facility.
We urge you, as shire CEO to listen to the people and maybe put forward a referendum for the
people responsible for paying this loan to see what they want.

Regards,

Daniel Munns & Carly Hymus
271 Barney Bore Road
Beacon WA 6472

Received: 21 August 2015

Beacon Netball Club Submission
Shire of Mt Marshall Sporting and Recreation Master Plan


The Tredwell report contains a large amount of information gathered from the
community and the recurring themes that the Beacon Netball Club identify with are
desire to maintain our excellent facilities and concern over the declining population
which places increased pressure on volunteers.



We agree with the report findings that clubs identified that “existing sporting
facilities are valued and considered to be fit for purpose”. 74% rated current
facilities as excellent, very good or good p38.



Over the years, maintaining the netball courts in Beacon has required a significant
investment by the club and Shire. We have faced challenges of resurfacing one
court, which gave a useful life of 8-10 years, then several years of very intense
efforts to repair cracks, before a second resurfacing/fencing project which was
completed in 2013. The current members of the Beacon Netball Club are very
appreciative of the recent resurfacing project of the court we share with basketball,
made possible through CSRFF funding, with great co-operation from the Shire and a
huge amount of volunteer work from our club volunteers (including the husbands we
recruited to the cause).



This level of investment by the Shire and community is extremely important for the
maintenance of our facilities and the continued enjoyment of our sport. We are
extremely alarmed by the scale of the proposal and associated investment of up to
$7 million for the Bencubbin Recreation Complex. We believe that this will seriously
threaten the ability of the Shire to assist clubs with their comparatively modest
maintenance needs in the future.



The Beacon Netball club makes occasional use of the Bencubbin Recreation Complex
as an away venue. We are very lucky to have such an excellent facility in our Shire,
considering the sparse population.



We strongly disagree with the vision, strategy and most of all the price tag, to
position the Bencubbin Recreation Complex as a regional facility.



We believe that the home and away system of netball has a solid future due to the
lower number of participants required to field a team compared to hockey or
football. We cannot understand how the development of a regional facility will
enhance the current quality of our sporting pursuits. There is simply not the
population in the region to support such a concept and the distances to travel are
too great.



We agree with the themes of the report to support traditional sports, such as
netball, in the area.



Due to its central location and excellent facility, the Bencubbin Recreation Complex
currently provides a fit-for-purpose venue for Association development days and
Country Week training once or twice a year. During these infrequent days there is
rarely a need for facilities other than the sporting courts/fields and the toilets. The
regional needs are already well catered for.



We understand that the SRMP is much broader than just our sport. We believe that
the Shire of Mt Marshall already makes excellent use of shared facilities within the
respective recreation grounds of each town. The co-operation between the winter
sports of netball, hockey and football to have all our games together is a credit to
the participants and makes a huge contribution to the enjoyment of winter sports as
a family experience.



We can appreciate the need to maintain the quality of facilities as they age. We
recognise that the away change rooms/gym pavilion are in need of replacement and
that the development of a larger social function area would be of benefit to the
Bencubbin community. We believe there is justification for refurbishment of the
Bencubbin Recreation Complex but this must be done with careful consideration of
the costs and in a way that ensures there is adequate funding in the future for the
maintenance of all of the Shire’s aging recreation facilities. The scale of the
proposed project is beyond reason and not supported by the community feedback in
the SRMP. Only a small proportion (31%) of people indicated that it was a priority
project.

Murray & Donna Cooper
Box 71, Bencubbin W.A. 6477
Ph: 9685 1227
Friday, 21st August 2015
To whom it may concern,
Re: Shire of Mt Marshall Draft Sport & Recreation Plan
Thanks for the opportunity to give feedback on the plan.
1. We support the upgrade to the Bencubbin Recreation Centre building. It seems a shame that
it costs so much money, but it seems that that is the way of everything for
public/government projects.
2. We have misgivings about the proposal to relocate the pool.
3. We confess to a bias in our chosen sport of tennis and note that the report does
acknowledge that the most popular sport activity amongst respondents is tennis, with the
Welbungin Club having 58 members. The plan that the multi-use synthetic surface be the
home of tennis doesn’t appeal to us for a few reasons.
A. While the problem of the surface of the courts at Welbungin now needing to be
replaced would be solved, we note that the time frame for action on a multi-use
synthetic surface is 8-10 years. While waiting for this, we can see that playing
competitive tennis, such as Pennants and Association tournaments, will be less likely or
not happen, as visiting players/clubs will come to know the courts are not suitable.
B. There’s a whole lot more to sport than just playing. The social aspect is probably more
important. At Welbungin the toilets, kitchen, BBQ facilities, fenced playground, practice
board for kids – are all close together and make for an all-age-friendly club.
At the new facility the playground, the toilets, kitchen and BBQ facilities will be way
away from the playing area (and particularly with the playground - out of view) which
will really change the dynamic.
We can see, to a degree, the reasoning for making the Recreation Centre a hub for sporting clubs but
for the cost of around $200,000 for a new surface on the courts at Welbungin, we feel that would be
more practical than spending $1.25-1.5 million for tennis and hockey and maybe “junior cricket,
diamond sports (baseball, softball, T-ball), athletics (track), soccer and rugby (subject to demand),
and provide a surface suitable for year-round use by the school.”

Kind regards,
Murray & Donna Cooper

Received: 21 August 2015
Dear Sally,
As a new family to the Shire of Mt Marshall we would like to commend the Shire on the
facilities we have available to us, particularly with regards to the Sporting and Recreation.
Myself as a Hockey player and our 8yo daughter Teagan who thoroughly enjoys her junior
Netball use these facilities regularly.
Whilst the existing facility has served the community well in Bencubbin, it is in need of a
much needed upgrade and I am aware of the fact this major upgrade of this facility has been
included in the Shire’s 2013 Corporate Business Plan which is publically available.
I understand that by having the plan it gives the current and future Councils something to
clearly work towards over the next 5-10 or even 20 years.
We look forward to taking advantage of the new facility and congratulate the Shire for have
the foresite and vision for the future.
Regards
Louise Sellenger
Sent from my iPad

Peter and Dianne Sachse
Po Box 84
BENCUBBIN 6477
RE Sport and Rec Master Plan

Hi Sally
Just a couple of points in support of this Master Plan, whilst we don’t agree with every little
detail, we believe that the Plan was instigated by the 7Councillors to highlight the
weaknesses and strengths of all Sport and Rec Clubs and facilities in the Shire of Mt
Marshall, this done and done well by Treadwell, Council now has the responsibility of
following through with the Plan whilst keeping the Community informed.
I’ve dug up some old ‘Plan for the Future’ correspondence BEDA had with the Shire in
February 2006 interesting to note we were asking for improvements to the Bencubbin Rec
Centre way back then,

Shire of Mt Marshall Plan for the Future Meeting –
Bencubbin
















Cleaner and gardener for elderly homes
More elderly units for Bencubbin
Industrial land! Yes please. Include industrial sheds.
More houses for Bencubbin.
Extensions to the Bencubbin CRC – including new change rooms, gym and squash courts.
Move Caravan Park into town and include accommodation units.
More visitor rest areas within the Shire.
Booster tower for the mobile phone service in Bencubbin.
More greenery in the main street.
Bencubbin heritage and recreation trail.
Extensions to the Bencubbin Silver Chain.
Advertise house blocks for low prices to attract people to town.
New Telecaster for Bencubbin – possibility to use old Seven Day Adventist Church –
including library.
New Council Chambers within Shire office.
Ensure Bencubbin is maintained as the regional centre for the Shire.

A lot of these have commenced or have been completed but the Rec Centre is still deficient
of decent change rooms amenities areas and modern Gym.

Another Area the Treadwell Report has highlighted and often overlooked by all the Shires
residents is Bencubbins central location within the North Eastern Wheatbelt once again
BEDA has used this in its original logo,

Making Bencubbin a central hub for Sport and Rec brings people and dollars into town , this
is essential for the long term viability of Mt Marshall and all its residents not just Bencubbin.

Kind Regards Peter Sachse and Dianne Sachse

Peter and Shannon Waters
Waddouring
1229 Kellerberrin-Bencubbin Road
Bencubbin WA 6477

Shire of Mt Marshall
Sally Morgan CDO
PO Box 20
Bencubbin WA 6477
20 August 2015

Dear Sally
After reading through the sporting and recreation master plan I would like to submit my support and
encouragement.
I believe sport and recreational activities in our rural communities is the biggest and most
fundamental part of getting the community together.
Your proposal looks at improving facilities for all sports and recreational activities within our shire
for players, supporters and spectators as well as enhancing facilities for any community events.
The proposal identifies things that are more urgent and ones that are less urgent.
As a health professional socialisation is very important to the mental and social health of all
individuals and all ages. Improvements to all sporting and recreational facilities will encourage
participation and involvement thus promoting these health issues.
I would again like to offer my support and congratulate the shire of Mt Marshall on the forward
planning in enhancing our communities
Thankyou
Shannon Waters

Jelle & Ruth De Jong
Lot 200 Kirby St,
Beacon. WA. 6472
21st August, 2015
Hi Dirk,
We attended the last Beacon Progress Meeting and are not happy with the fact
that the Shire is looking to borrow to spend so much money on the Bencubbin
Sport Complex.
We understand money needs to be spent on this but as the Shire is not in a
very good financial state we suggest cutting down on the amount of works.
Demolishing the old change rooms needs to be done but put up another one
simular without spending so much money.

The Hockey courts do not need to have artificial grass put onto it saving more
money. Hockey can and has been played on these courts for many years
without any problems. They would look nice but it takes a lot of work to look
after it.

If the Swimming Pool need so much work to keep it in service CLOSE IT?
A lot of money was spent not so long ago to bring it up to scratch and now it is
need of a lot more work.
The $250,000 would be better spent on roads or other infrastructure or not
borrow it in the first place.
People could go to either Mukinbudin or Koorda as their pools are in better
condition or use their own pools.
School swimming sports are often conducted at these pools.

As we do not have any representatives, on Shire, for the Beacon area now we
would like to issue you with a Vote of No Confidence in yourself and the Shire.
Several of our Councillors have told us they felt abused and threatened at
meetings and other times. Also they are starting to get health and family
problems caused by the stress.

The Tredwell report is a contradiction as it brings into play large communities
with thousands of people in them where Mt Marshall has only about 400
people, with a decreasing population.
Tredwell is an interstate company that doesn’t understand small communities
as it compared Mt Marshall with Melbourne.
In ten years there will only be about half the population here compared to
now.
This is a very large amount of money to be repaid and who is going to pay for
it.
People need to sit back and think of the future not now.
If you go ahead with this it will send the Shire broke.

Sincerely,
Jelle & Ruth De Jong.
Porky’s Enterprises.

Received: 21 August 2015
Hello Sally,
Please find my Mt Marshall Sport and Recreation Master Plan submission below.
As a lifelong resident and forth generation farmer in the Mt Marshall area I would like to firstly say
congratulations to yourself and all the shire staff involved in this process and the appointment of
Tredwell Consultants to prepare this plan. They are clearly a first class independent company highly
credentialed for this task. I attended both Mt Marshall Shire community meetings, in my role as
shire councillor, and was very impressed with their thoroughness to ensure community members
were able to put their suggestions forward.
Whilst I do not entirely agree with all of the report’s recommendations, I will focus on the positives
first.
1. It was very pleasing that the already proposed project of developing the Bencubbin
Recreation Complex into a multi use facility was endorsed. This clearly indicates the Shire’s
earlier strategic plan is sound.
2. That the Mt Marshall swimming pool be downgraded to a 25m facility and relocated to the
Bencubbin recreation ground. The already existing change rooms at the redeveloped
complex could then be used for the pool. This would potentially save the shire a lot of
money in the future.
3. I think that all the suggestions in regards to cycling, walking, motorsports etc. creates
potential opportunities and shows vision and if can be done at a moderate cost should be
explored.
4. The idea of a synthetic hockey field/tennis courts would be a fantastic thing for the Shire and
greater Central Wheatbelt as hockey is a multi gender sport, as is tennis, it lends itself to
being well used in the future. If significant support funding was available from government
to assist the shire, it would be an excellent asset for the region.
5. Whilst I applaud the suggestion that the facility be branded as a regional hub, I believe that
all effort in the shire needs to be made to support Central Wheatbelt clubs to remain strong
for as long as they can. But by providing the shire and the surrounding shires with a first
class sport and recreation facility in a centrally located town is surely invaluable to the future
of sport and recreation in this region of the Wheatbelt.
6. I think that the golf clubs should be supported in their current locations if that is their wish.
Personally I think two nine hole golf courses, 1 at Beacon complex and 1 one at Bencubbin
complex, would be best for the long term future.
Finally I would like to say I feel that by providing the best facilities that we can in the Shire it
hopefully helps retain and attract young people, such as my teenage children, who want to live
and work within this region long into the future.
Yours Sincerely
Robert Breakell

Received: 21 August 2015

To Whom it May Concern,
It concerns us a great deal if this project goes ahead. Making it a central hub seems pointless
considering all surrounding shires have their own complexes. The future of the Central Wheatbelt
Winter Sports is at risk as towns competing are struggling to form teams to keep it going. The future
seems to be between 3-5 years. My husband has been a director of this organisation for 10 years
and has seen it diminish in this time.
It doesn't seem that there was much community consultation done at all.
Maybe 20 years ago this would have been a viable project but with the community numbers
decreasing is it really a good idea to put rate payers under this pressure for the next 20 years to pay
for the building.
Its not about whats getting built in one town compared to the other but the amount of money being
spent (2.2mil) in times where it is getting harder for communities to survive.
I think differences need to be put aside and look at the realistic side of this project of how much
pressure will be on the Mt Marshall Shire.
It is concerning that this building will end up being a white elephant as many vacant buildings have
become in the shire.
Concerned rate payer.
Raelene Beagley

Received: 21 August 2015

Tredwell SRMP Submission
Firstly in reference to the SRMP; the report findings identified that clubs were
happy with 74% rating current facilities as excellent, very good or good page
38. So we don’t understand how survey results are so opposite to the
recommendations and strategies in the SRMP?
With the proposal and associated investment of up to $7 million for the
Bencubbin Recreation Complex - where is the $7 million going to come from?
The Shire needs to be realistic in spending ratepayer’s money. This is an
obscene amount and we DO NOT want to see this money funded by increased
rates.
This amount is extremely extravagant and very expensive. Why not do
something more modest?
We do agree that the Shire needs to continue to maintain our facilities.
However are extremely worried about the scale of the proposal and
associated investment of up to $7 million for the Bencubbin Recreation
Complex.
If the proposal is budgeted to cost $7,000,000 normally costs do go over
budgets so it is highly likely that such developments would cost even more.
We personally do not see how there is enough people/ large enough
population to see the Bencubbin Recreation Complex as a regional facility.
And believe that as we are located in Beacon / are northern ratepayers we
should not have to pay for such an extravagant project. We are more than
happy to know that rates are being utilised for the modest development and
upkeep of all of the Shires facilities however we do not want to have to
contribute to such an expensive project. If this is something that the
Bencubbin community really do want then why not increase their rates
accordingly (in the southern end of the Shire.) We know this has previously
happened in the northern end of the Shire to raise money for the Beacon Coop.
We can appreciate the need to maintain the quality of facilities as they age
and believe there is justification for refurbishment of the Bencubbin
Recreation Complex but this must be done with careful consideration of the
costs and in a way that ensures there is adequate funding for the Shire to
continue sustainably.
The scale of the proposed project is beyond reason and not supported by the
community feedback in the SRMP. With only a small proportion 31% of people
indicating that this was a priority project.

Ryan and Alisa Miguel

Received: 21 August 2015
SUBMISSION ON DRAFT MOUNT MARSHALL SPORT AND RECREATION PLAN
Consultation Process
We do not understand the process when Council are publicising that the redevelopment of the
Bencubbin Recreation Ground is going ahead. Isn't this Tredwell report and submission part of the
process prior to making a decision?
The Tredwell report states that 75% of the Shire population believe there are enough sporting facilities
in the Shire. At the meeting I attended it was unanimously agreed that the Shire should concentrate
on the maintenance of existing facilities as our declining population does not warrant new facilities.
Ie look at population decline, school numbers, lack of ability for any town in the CWFL to field a
Football side of “local” players – in the beginning it was a matter of having two-three players travelling
now it is becoming a matter of having minimal locals playing. We think it would be in the Shire's
interest to invest time in consulting with surrounding Football/Netball/Hockey teams, CWFL, CWNL &
CWHL as to where they see the future of the clubs. It is also imperative to have discussions/support
from surrounding Shires. Mukinbudin and Koorda have excellent swimming and sporting facilities so I
could not see a need for them to travel.
Accuracy of the survey and the ability to base a budget on this
There were some problems for people being able to access the survey in the first place. There is no
way of knowing that individuals didn’t complete multiple surveys in order to increase their perceived
opinion, and no way of knowing if people who are not even involved within the Shire completed
Surveys. There has been no direct correspondence with ratepayers – not all rate payers use the local
papers or towns as their Community base, however ratepayers are the ones who will ultimately
become liable.
Meetings Held by Tredwell
Both Tredwell and Shire representatives did not clearly outline the purpose of the meeting when now
they are basing such huge expenditure on this meeting. I stood up and stated at the meeting in Beacon,
and asked for it to be noted, that “Whilst there are a number of things we could list as our (for want
of a better word) “Dream” we are very hesitant to commit/spend in most areas due to the increasing
decline in population, lack of young people returning to the area. All of this placing those of us
remaining and aging under more pressure through volunteering-busy bees etc and financial burden."
This was agreed by everyone at that meeting and yet I see no mention of this in the report and have
no faith that Councillors have taken this into consideration, even when the Shire President seemed to
agree with us on this point during discussions following the meeting.
Population Decline
Population figures used from 2011 Census are no longer current. I question the accuracy of “large
number of children in the 5-14 year age bracket" as I am aware of a significant decrease in numbers
at local Primary Schools. It would also be beneficial to look at the number of children in Grade 7 over
the last 20 years who have returned to the Shire. In order to attract these people we must have
adequate employment.
At this point it is worth remembering that in a space of 8 years we have gone from having three cricket
sides to none. For two years there was a combined side drawing on players from Bencubbin, Beacon

& Kalannie. This was not able to be maintained due to travel, a lack of numbers and aging players
opting to retire rather than travel.
There is no junior basketball or cricket in Bencubbin. A few years ago Beacon asked Bencubbin if they
would join with us and we would take turns in travelling on alternate weeks. This didn’t continue as
many were travelling to Bencubbin to find only one or two children coming along. I make this point
not purely to point out that the building of facilities will benefit our small population.
Relocating existing facilities
The report shows that Welbungin Tennis Club will not move. I believe the Bencubbin Tennis Club
folded in the mid to late 90s due to lack of numbers. Bencubbin Sports Club wish to remain where
they are. Wialki Golf Club have not been consulted on moving. There is a clear trend that Council is
choosing to go against public response anyway. Thus we question the point of the exercise.
Regional Hub
We are not well situated to be a Regional Hub. There are already sufficient facilities at Merredin and,
with a much larger population and area to draw on, I would be interested to know if council have
studied the financial report of their facilities. We believe that the Shire should be in consultation with
and have support of surrounding Shires when trying to instigate a project on this basis as without this
support and local support it will not succeed. I can understand the council's desire to be a Regional
Centre but I do not think it will be successful and this will come at a large cost to ratepayers.
Council has made various attempts to attract business to the shire for which we congratulate them.
However these attempts have not been successful. Other businesses have been unable to survive or
operate at capacity due to lack of patronage and population decline, such as the Bencubbin Hotel,
Bencubbin Smash Repairs and Bencubbin Truck n Auto. The Industrial shed has been empty for some
time and council are trying to dispose of this. The local shop has never been rebuilt and is currently
run out of the Mt Marshall Town Hall, which could be a suitable function venue if available.
Whilst I thank you for the opportunity to complete a submission it is with some hesitation that we
make this as recent publications by Council in the local papers and on Social Media have taken on an
intimidation aspect to anyone who is against the proposal of the proposed Regional Hub.
Clint & Petrina Poole

21 August 2015
Shire of Mt Marshall
PO Box 20
BENCUBBIN WA 6477
Shire of Mt Marshall Sport and Recreation Plan Submission

I would like to congratulate the Shire on its thorough and consultative efforts in regards
to putting together a sport and recreation plan for everyone in the Shire of Mt
Marshall.
The plan by Tredwell Management covers a broad range of recreation facilities and
activities in the Shire and for this I commend them.
I play sports in the Shire, not just my town of residence, Bencubbin so the future of the
facilities and activities are most important to me. I live a healthy and active lifestyle,
prioritising sport and exercise in my daily schedule.
My two children are very keen and regular users of the Mt Marshall Aquatic Centre, in
fact the whole family is and we would love to see this facility improved and remain in
Bencubbin.
The skate park which was recently moved to Bencubbin is used by my children and I
would love to see more facilities like this developed in the Shire. Obviously the idea of
a youth precinct in both Bencubbin and Beacon pleases me greatly.
I am a regular user of the gymnasium facilities in Bencubbin and also the Heritage
Trail. I think it is important to improve and maintain facilities like these that promote
healthy lifestyles in our community.
I am a rate payer in the Shire of Mt Marshall and while I am proud of what infrastructure
there is in our small communities it is great to see a Shire that is planning ahead and
not seeing progression as something only suited for the larger local governments of
the State. While my rates due are apples compared to some oranges in the Shire I
am satisfied that my rates contribution to this plan are dollars worthy of being spent.
In general I would like to provide positive feedback on the plan and also use this
submission to congratulate the Shire on being one of very few local governments in
the state to receive funding through the NSRF Funding. Well done.
Regards
Nadine Richmond

